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abstract
The design, construction, and commissioning of the ALICE Time-Projection Chamber (TPC) is described.
It is the main device for pattern recognition, tracking, and identiﬁcation of charged particles in the
ALICE experiment at the CERN LHC. The TPC is cylindrical in shape with a volume close to 90m
3 and is
operated in a 0.5T solenoidal magnetic ﬁeld parallel to its axis.
In this paper we describe in detail the design considerations for this detector for operation in the
extreme multiplicity environment of central Pb–Pb collisions at LHC energy. The implementation of the
resulting requirements into hardware (ﬁeld cage, read-out chambers, electronics), infrastructure (gas
and cooling system, laser-calibration system), and software led to many technical innovations which
are described along with a presentation of all the major components of the detector, as currently
realized. We also report on the performance achieved after completion of the ﬁrst round of stand-alone
calibration runs and demonstrate results close to those speciﬁed in the TPC Technical Design Report.
& 2010 CERN for the beneﬁt of the ALICE collaboration. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The ALICE [1,2] Time-Projection Chamber (TPC) [3] is the main
device, in the ALICE ‘central barrel’, for tracking of charged
particles and particle identiﬁcation.
The main goal of the ALICE experiment at the CERN Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) is the investigation of Pb–Pb collisions at a
center-of-mass energy of 5.5TeV per nucleon pair. Tracking of
charged particles in such an environment can only be performed
with a detector which can cope with unprecedented densities
of charged particles: the maximum expected rapidity density in
Pb–Pb collisions at LHC energy is about 3000 [4]. Furthermore,
a comprehensive experiment needs to cover full azimuth
and provide a signiﬁcant acceptance in pseudo-rapidity
Z¼  lntany=2 with y the polar angle. In addition, the detector
should provide excellent momentum and energy-loss resolution
and run at extremely high rates (4300Hz for Pb–Pb central
collisions, 41:4kHz for proton–proton collisions).
The resulting detector choice was a large-volume TPC with
overall ‘conventional’ lay-out but with nearly all other design
parameters beyond the state of the art. This manuscript describes
in detail the resulting detector and outlines the path from design
considerations to construction and commissioning.
In outline the ALICE TPC consists of a hollow cylinder whose
axis is aligned with the beams from the LHC and is parallel to the
ALICE detector’s solenoidal magnetic ﬁeld. The active volume has
an inner radius of about 85cm, an outer radius of about 250cm,
and an overall length along the beam direction of 500cm. A
conducting electrode at the center of the cylinder, charged to
100kV, provides, together with a voltage dividing network at the
surface of the outer and inner cylinder, a precise axial electric ﬁeld
of 400V/cm. The detector is ﬁlled with a counting gas consisting
of a Ne–CO2–N2 mixture at atmospheric pressure. Charged
particles traversing the detector ionize the gas. The ionization
electron drift, under the inﬂuence of the electric ﬁeld, to the
endplates of the cylinder, where their arrival point in the cylinder
plane is precisely measured. Together with an accurate measure-
ment of the arrival time (relative to some external reference such
as the collision time of the beams from the LHC) the complete
trajectory in space of all charged particles traversing the TPC can
be determined with precision.
The ALICE set-up is shown in Fig. 1. The TPC surrounds the
Inner Tracking System (ITS) which is optimized for the
determination of the primary and secondary vertices and
precision tracking of low-momentum particles. On the outside
the Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) is designed for electron
identiﬁcation. The outermost Time-Of-Flight (TOF) array provides
pion, kaon, and proton identiﬁcation. In addition, there are three
single-arm detectors: the Photon Spectrometer (PHOS), the
Electro-Magnetic CALorimeter (EMCAL) and an array of RICH
counters optimized for High-Momentum Particle IDentiﬁcation
(HMPID).
The 0.5T magnetic ﬁeld in the central barrel is provided by the
L3 solenoidal magnet previously used by the L3 experiment.
The ALICE TPC was designed to cope with the highest
conceivable charged particle multiplicities predicted, at the time
of the Technical Proposal (TP), for central Pb–Pb collisions at LHC
energy [1,5,6], i.e. rapidity densities approaching dNch/dy¼8000
at center-of-mass energy of 5.5TeV.
2 Its acceptance covers 2p in
azimuthal angle and a pseudo-rapidity interval jZjo0:9. Including
secondaries, the above charged particle rapidity density could
amount to 20000 tracks in one interaction in the TPC acceptance.
Furthermore, the design of the readout chambers, electronics,
and data handling allows inspection of up to several hundred such
events per second with a maximum interaction rate of 8kHz for
Pb–Pb collisions, implying special precautions to minimize the
effects of space-charge built-up in the drift volume of the TPC on
the track reconstruction.
To realize a detector which performs efﬁciently in such an
environment required the development of many new components
and procedures. A summary of the design parameters is presented
in Tables 1–3. A summary and system overview can be found in
Ref. [2].
In this paper we describe the major components of the
detector as currently realized and report on the performance
achieved after completion of the ﬁrst round of calibration runs.
The ﬁrst major challenge was the design and construction of
the ﬁeld cage, whose overall thickness should not exceed 5% of a
radiation length while providing, over a volume of nearly 90m
3,
an axial electric ﬁeld of 400V/cm with distortions in the 10
 4
range. The realization of this device is described in Section 2.
The readout chambers are installed at the two endplates of the
cylinder. Their design is based on the Multi-Wire Proportional
Chamber (MWPC) technique with pad readout. To ensure low
diffusion of the drifting electrons and a large ion mobility, Ne was
chosen as the main component of the counting gas. Furthermore,
the size of the readout pads had to be adapted to the expected
large multiplicities, implying pad sizes as small as 4 7.5mm
2 in
the innermost region. As a consequence, the readout chambers
have to be operated safely at gains near 10
4. In Section 3 we
describe the technical implementation and report on the ﬁrst
operating experience of these detectors.
In Section 4 we discuss the design and implementation of
the electronics chain. Because of the high granularity (557568
readout channels) special emphasis was placed on very low
power consumption. To cope with the large dynamic range
needed to track particles from very low to high momenta, and to
2 More recent estimates [4] put this number at dNch=dyo3000.
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restoration and zero-suppression, the signals from the preampli-
ﬁer/shaper chip were fed into a 10-bit, 10MSPS ADC integrated
into a digital chip. We report on the implementation and running
experience of the electronics chain as realized in the ALICE TPC.
Successful operation of a very large detector like the ALICE TPC
depends on a considerable amount of infrastructure and services,
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Fig. 1. ALICE schematic layout [2].
Table 1
General parameters of the ALICE TPC.
Pseudo-rapidity coverage  0:9oZo0:9 for full radial track length
 1:5oZo1:5 for 1/3 radial track length
Azimuthal coverage 3601
Radial position (active
volume)
848oro2466mm
Radial size of vessel (outer
dimensions)
610oro2780mm
Radial size of vessel (gas
volume)
788oro2580mm
Length (active volume) 2 2497mm
Segmentation in j 201
Chambers per sector
a 2
Total number of readout
chambers
2 2 18 ¼ 72
Inner readout chamber
geometry
Trapezoidal, 848oro1321mm active area
Pad size 4 7.5mm
2 ðrj   rÞ
Pad rows 63
Total pads 5504
Outer readout chamber
geometry
Trapezoidal, 1346oro2466mm active area
Pad size 6 10 and 6 15mm
2 ðrj   rÞ
Pad rows 64 + 32 ¼ 96 (small and large pads)
Total pads 5952 + 4032 ¼ 9984 (small and large pads)
Detector gas Ne–CO2–N2 [85.7–9.5–4.8]
Gas volume 90m
3
Drift voltage 100kV
Anode voltage (nominal) 1350V (IROC)
1570V (OROC)
Gain (nominal) 7000–8000
Drift ﬁeld 400V/cm
Drift velocity (NTP) 2:65cm=ms
Drift time (NTP) 94ms
Diffusion (longitudinal
and transversal)
220mm=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
cm
p
Material budget
(including counting gas)
b
X/X0 ¼ 4.1% near Z ¼0
a See Fig. 1.
b See Table 4.
Table 2
ALICE TPC electronics parameters.
Front-End cards (FECs) 121 per sector  36 ¼ 4356
Readout partitions 6 per sector, 18 to 25 FECs each
Total readout control units 216
Total pads—readout channels 557568
Pad occupancy
(for dN/dy ¼ 8000)
40–15% inner/outer radius
Pad occupancy (for pp) 5–2 10
 4 inner/outer radius
Event size
(for dN/dy ¼ 8000)
 70MByte
Event size (for pp) 0.1–0.2MByte
Total bandwidth 35GByte/s
Maximum trigger rate 300Hz Pb–Pb central events 1.4kHz
proton–proton events
ADC 10bit
Sampling frequency 5–10MHz
Time samples 500–1000
Conversion gain 6ADC counts/fC
Table 3
Expected resolution parameters.
Position resolution ðsÞ
in rj 11002800mm inner/outer radii
in z 125021100mm
dE/dx resolution, isolated tracks 5.0%
dN/dy ¼ 8000 6.8%
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major challenges in this context was to provide a temperature
stability of o0:1K across the full volume of the TPC. This
requirement originates from the strong temperature dependence
of the drift velocity in the Ne–CO2–N2 mixture at realistically
accessible electric ﬁelds. Furthermore, it is essential to control the
O2 content of the counting gas below a level of 5ppm to keep to a
minimum the absorption of electrons over the long drift length.
The approach to solve these and many other technological
challenges is described in the sections on cooling, gas system,
infrastructure and services, and Detector-Control System (DCS).
Calibration and commissioning of the ALICE TPC relied, before
the availability of any collisions from the LHC, on three different
methods: a set of external UV laser beams was used to
characterize ﬁeld distortions and to determine the magnitude of
the correction from E B effects on the drifting electrons
originating from the residual non-parallelism of the electric and
magnetic ﬁeld inside the drift volume. Furthermore, radioactive
krypton was inserted through the gas system into the detector to
provide efﬁcient and precise amplitude calibration of all 557568
readout channels. Finally, extensive measurements with cosmic
rays were performed to determine tracking efﬁciencies, energy
loss, and momentum resolution of the detector. The methods used
and results obtained during these calibrations are described in
detail in Sections 10 and 11. They demonstrate that detector
performance is close to that speciﬁed in the original technical
design report [3].
2. Field cage
The purpose of the ﬁeld cage is to deﬁne a uniform electrostatic
ﬁeld in the gas volume in order to transport ionization electrons
from their point of creation to the readout chambers on the
endplates without signiﬁcant distortions. The ﬁeld cage provides a
stable mechanical structure for precise positioning of the cham-
bers and other detector elements while being as thin as possible in
terms of radiation lengths presented to the tracks entering the TPC
(see Fig. 2). In addition, the walls of the ﬁeld cage provide a gas-
tight envelope and ensure appropriate electrical isolation of the
ﬁeld cage from the rest of the experiment.
It is a classical TPC ﬁeld cage with the high voltage electrode in
the middle of the detector. Electrons drift to both end plates in a
uniform electric ﬁeld that runs parallel to the axis of the cylinder.
The TPC is ﬁlled with a mixture of neon, carbon dioxide, and
nitrogen because the multiple coulomb scattering in this gas
mixture is relatively low, it has good diffusion characteristics, and
it has a high positive ion mobility that helps to clear positive ions
out of the drift volume in a short amount of time (see Section 6).
However, to also have fast electron drift velocities requires
putting 100kV on the central electrode. The isolation of the high
voltage ﬁeld cage from the rest of the experiment is ensured by
using CO2 ﬁlled gas gaps between the containment vessels and
the ﬁeld cage vessels; see Fig. 3.
The design of the ALICE ﬁeld cage is similar to the design of the
ﬁeld cage used in the NA49 experiment [7]. An important part of
the design is the requirement to prevent charge build-up, and
possible breakdown, on solid insulator surfaces between the ﬁeld-
deﬁning strips and so the use of these insulators is minimized or
completely avoided.
The ALICE ﬁeld cage consists of two parts; a ﬁeld cage vessel
with a set of coarsely segmented guard rings and a ﬁnely
segmented ﬁeld cage which is located inside the ﬁeld cage vessel.
The guard rings on the ﬁeld cage vessel help to avoid large electric
ﬁelds due to charge build-up on the surface of the vessel. The
rings have a 92mm gap between them and this corresponds to a
relatively low ﬁeld gradient of 46.7V/mm on the insulating
surface between the rings. The guard rings are made of 13mm
wide strips of aluminum tape and they are placed on both sides of
the containment vessel with a pitch of 105mm. Small holes were
drilled through the walls of the vessel to allow for electrical
contact between corresponding rings and ﬁlled with Al foil feed-
throughs and sealed with epoxy. The potentials for the guard rings
are deﬁned by an independent chain of 24   500MO resistors
(per end). The ﬁrst of these resistors is connected to the rim of the
high-voltage electrode. The last one is connected to ground
through a 100kO resistor, across which the voltage drop is
measured for monitoring purposes. The ﬁeld gradient between
the guard rings matches the ﬁeld gradient on the ﬁnely
segmented ﬁeld cage which lies inside the guard ring vessel.
The ﬁnely segmented ﬁeld cage is made of 165 free standing
mylar strips. In principle, there is space for 166 strips but
mechanical considerations near the central electrode prevents the
installation of the ﬁrst strip and so it is left out. (The resistor chain
for the ﬁeld cage includes 166 resistors and so in this way the
missing strip is included, see below.) The mylar strips do not come
into contact with the ﬁeld cage vessel or the gas containment
vessel but, instead, are wrapped around a set of 18 Makrolon
s
rods that are regularly spaced around the circumference of the
TPC. The Makrolon
s rods are located at a radius of 2542.5mm on
the outer ﬁeld cage and 815mm on the inner ﬁeld cage. The ﬁeld
cage strips are made of 13mm wide aluminized mylar. They are
stretched over the Makrolon
s rods with a pitch of 15mm. This
leaves a 2mm insulation gap between each pair of strips and
Fig. 2. 3D view of the TPC ﬁeld cage. The high voltage electrode is located at the
center of the drift volume. The endplates with 18 sectors and 36 readout chambers
on each end are shown.
Fig. 3. Detail view of the outer ﬁeld cage near the central electrode.
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gas mixture is the only insulator that separates the strips of the
ﬁeld cage except for the region where the strips touch the rods.
The resistor chains for the ﬁeld cages are located inside one of the
Makrolon
s rods for the outer ﬁeld cage, one on each end, and also
inside one rod for the inner ﬁeld cage, one on each end.
The combination of the ﬁne segmentation of the ﬁeld cage
strips and the coarsely segmented guard rings is a robust and
stable electrostatic design when 100kV is applied to the central
electrode. This design minimizes the electric ﬁeld distortions that
would occur inside the drift volume of the TPC if the electric ﬁeld
lines were to go directly to ground from the ﬁeld cage.
Electrostatic calculations demonstrate that the ﬁeld shape distor-
tions inside the drift volume are below 10
 4 at a distance of
15mm from the strips [8].
2.1. Vessels
Four cylinders are required to make the complete ﬁeld cage
structure; two ﬁeld-cage vessels (one inner and one outer) and
two containment vessels (inner and outer). The cylinders are
composite structures made with a Nomex
s honeycomb core
sandwiched between prepreg sheets (epoxy ﬁberglass) and
Tedlar
s foils, to provide a light, rigid, and gas-tight structure. A
cross-sectional view of the TPC with some relevant dimensions is
shown in Fig. 4.
The inner and outer ﬁeld-cage vessels (see Fig. 4) deﬁne the
gas volume of the TPC. They have radii of 788 and 2580mm,
respectively. The thickness of the Nomex
s honeycomb core is
20mm for both vessels. Clamps are glued to the inside walls of the
cylinders to provide support for the outer rim of the high voltage
electrode and all the rods.
The containment vessels surround the ﬁeld cage vessels and
they provide gas tight and grounded enclosures at the inner and
outer diameters of the TPC. To maintain a good ground, both walls
of the cylindrical composite structures are covered with 50mm
thick aluminum foil. The containment vessels are separated from
the ﬁeld cage vessels by an insulating gap and these gaps are
continuously ﬂushed with CO2 to isolate the ﬁeld cage voltage
from the grounded containment walls. The distance between the
outer ﬁeld cage vessel and the outer containment vessel is
147mm. The Nomex
s core for the containment vessel is 30mm
thick. The inner containment vessel is made of three parts: a
central drum which surrounds the inner tracking system (ITS) and
two cones that support the drum; see Fig. 4. The central drum is
cylindrical in shape (1420mm long and 610mm in radius), and
has a Nomex
s core that is 5mm thick. The support cones are
made of 3mm thick aluminum and they span the distance from
the central drum to each endplate. They provide support for the
Fig. 4. Cross-sectional side view of the TPC with relevant dimensions (in mm). The service support wheels and one of the I-bars are also shown.
Table 4
The thickness of the inner and outer ﬁeld cage components are listed in radiation
lengths.
Part X/X0 (%)
Central drum 0.540
Inner CO2 gap 0.085
Inner ﬁeld cage vessel 0.730
Inner ﬁeld cage strip 0.012
Inner ﬁeld cage total 1.367
Drift gas 0.607
Outer ﬁeld cage strip 0.012
Outer ﬁeld cage vessel 0.730
Outer CO2 gap 0.081
Outer containment vessel 1.330
Outer ﬁeld cage total 2.153
The total thickness presented to a particle entering the TPC at Z¼ 0 is about
1.4% X0.
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services for the inner tracking system on the other. The
attachment between the central drum and the cones is sealed
with a 2mm thick ﬂat neoprene rubber ring. The CO2 gap between
the inner containment vessel and the inner ﬁeld cage vessel is
156mm thick at the centerline of the detector and decreases to
80mm near the endplates.
The thickness of the critical components of the ﬁeld cage
vessels are listed in Table 4 in units of radiation length.
2.2. Central electrode
The central electrode is made of a stretched 23mm thick mylar
foil which is aluminized on both sides and held ﬂat by circular
inner and outer aluminum rims. Three foils were glued together
by laying them side by side and gluing 50mm wide aluminized
mylar bands over the junctions. The resulting 6 6m
2 foil was
stretched with pneumatic jacks and glued onto a set of inner and
outer rims. After curing, a second set of rims was lowered into
position and glued to the foil.
2.3. Rods
A total of 72 rods are positioned axially on the internal walls of
the inner and outer ﬁeld-cage vessels and in the corners between
the readout chambers. Their main role is to hold the ﬁeld cage
strips for the inner and outer ﬁeld cages. The rods are made of
several 178 and 209mm long pieces of Makrolon
s tube (a special
sort of Plexiglas) which have been glued together. The ﬁnal rod
assemblies have an outer (inner) diameter of 44mm (36mm).
Their outer surfaces were machined with 2mm wide and 2.5mm
deep grooves, at a pitch of 15mm, to increase the distance along
the insulator surface between the strips. An aluminum ring at
each glue junction helps to minimize and redistribute the
accumulation of charge along the rods. The gluing operation
was performed on a precision jig in order to achieve a uniform
spacing of the strips to within 100mm. The rods for the outer ﬁeld
cage, except for their grooves, are coated with copper to avoid
charge accumulation on their exposed surface. The rods are held
in position with holding clamps which are glued to the walls of
the ﬁeld cages with a 500mm spacing between the clamps.
2.3.1. Resistor rods
The voltage dividers are integrated with the so-called resistor
rods, and they are inserted into four of the rods of the ﬁeld cage:
inner, outer, and on both sides. The resistor rods contain a chain of
resistors which deﬁne the potential on each strip of the ﬁeld cage.
The innovative design of these rods allows for water cooling and
serviceability. The power dissipated by the resistors is removed
by a water-cooling circuit that runs back and forth through the
rods. A set of contacts ensures a good connection between the
resistors in the chain and to each strip. Provisions are made for
insertion, contacting, locking, and removal of the rods for service.
Details of both ends of a resistor rod can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6.
For each resistor rod, a set of 165 copper plates, 0.5mm thick,
are held together by short sections of PEEK
s (polyacrylether-
etherketone, a thermoplastic) tubing which are glued together,
thus deﬁning the 15mm pitch for the strips. The resulting tube is
2.5m long and the central hole is used to ﬂush the system with
drift gas since the Makrolon
s rod is not necessarily gas-tight. In
addition to the central hole, two more holes are drilled into the
copper plates through which two ceramic pipes, 3mm inner and
9mm outer diameter, are inserted. The copper plates are
connected to these ceramic pipes with thermally conductive glue
in an alternating pattern. The pipes are bridged together at the
high voltage end by a stainless steel tube so that de-ionized water
ﬂows into one of the ceramic pipes and returns through the other
pipe. In this manner, the power dissipated by the voltage divider
is coupled to the copper plates and is removed by the cooling
water.
A7 :5MO resistor is connected between each of the Cu plates.
The ﬁrst resistor, from the central membrane to the ﬁrst Cu plate,
has a value of 15MO to compensate for the missing ﬁrst strips in
the ﬁeld cage. In all cases, the resistors are soldered to washers
which are then screwed to the plates. This results in a resistor
chain with a total resistance of 1245MO inside the TPC drift
volume plus an additional 4:286MO at the end of the chain to
allow for precisely tuning the voltage on the last strip of the ﬁeld
cage; see Fig. 6. A small piece of PEEK
s material is screwed to
Fig. 5. Detailed view of the high-voltage end of the resistor rod, showing the
cooling pipes, the central PEEK pipe, the heat-dissipating copper plates, the
contacts to the strips, and the high-voltage contact, which matches the contact at
the housing rod.
Fig. 6. Schematic of the mechanical and electrical arrangement of the ground side of the resistor rod. The currents through the resistor chain and through the cooling water
are measured independently.
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steel electrical contact is again screwed. A 50mm Au–W wire
is used to make the connection between the plate and the
contact, thus minimizing the amount of heat transmitted to the
contacts and into the drift volume. At the high-voltage end, a
connector consisting of a crown of ﬂexible contacts provides the
electrical connection to the corresponding part in the ﬁeld-cage
rod; see Fig. 5.
The ground end of the resistor rod, shown in Fig. 6, is equipped
with various resistors for properly terminating the assembly to
ground, tuning the potential of the last strip, measuring the
current through the resistor chain and measuring the current
through the cooling water. The contacts on the ﬁeld-cage rods are
made of gold-plated brass and are glued into holes in the rod wall.
The hooks to which the strips are attached are screwed onto these
contacts.
With 100kV on the central electrode, the total current ﬂowing
through one of the resistor chains is 91mA; this is a sum of 80mA
ﬂowing through the ﬁeld cage resistor chain, 8:4mA through
the guard ring chain and 2:5mA ﬂowing through the cooling water
for the rod.
2.3.2. High-voltage cable rod
The cable that provides high voltage to the central electrode is
inserted into one of the outer Makrolon
s rods. The ground shield
for the cable has been removed over the entire length of the rod
(250cm) and replaced by a semi-conductive carbon loaded
polyethylene sleeve that provides a smooth voltage gradient
inside the rod. The contact for the cable is similar to the resistor-
rod contact, and again a special cable connects the rod’s contact
to the rim of the central electrode. A rod with a spare contact
is installed on the other side of the TPC. A ﬂange in the endplate
ensures gas tightness of the rod and mechanical support for the
cable.
2.3.3. Laser rods
Six outer rods per side are devoted to the laser calibration
system. The laser rods are spaced uniformly around the perimeter
of the TPC. The corresponding ﬂanges for the rods include a quartz
window for introducing a laser beam into the rod. The rod itself
holds, in its interior, a set of mirrors which deﬂect the light into
the drift volume of the TPC through openings machined in the
rods for this purpose. The laser calibration system is described in
detail in Section 7.
2.3.4. Gas rods
Ten rods from the outer ﬁeld cage, and 17 rods for the inner
ﬁeld cage, are empty and so these rods plus the partially obscured
laser rods are used to circulate gas through the TPC. The rods are
machined with an array of 1mm holes which have a 15mm pitch.
The inner rods are used for the gas inlet, and the outer rods are
used for the gas outlet and this is the only way that gas goes in
and out of the TPC. In this manner, the gas ﬂows radially through
the system thus minimizing the forces exerted on the central
electrode.
2.4. Strips
The ﬁeld-deﬁning strips are made from aluminized mylar,
25mm thick and 13mm wide. Under a tension of 3.5N, they are
cut to the right length (5.246 and 16.018m for the inner and outer
strips, respectively). A custom-made tool was then used to fold
Cu–Be foil around the end of each strip to produce a hook. The
strips were then strung around the rods and connected to similar
hooks on the resistor rods, as shown in Fig. 7. A photograph
showing the interior of the ﬁnalized ﬁeld cage is shown in Fig. 8.
2.5. Skirts
The strips of the inner ﬁeld cage run close to the inner edge of
the readout chambers thus enabling a good match of the drift ﬁeld
with the potentials on the cover electrodes of the inner readout
chambers (see Section 3). The voltages on the cover electrodes are
tunable and this helps to ensure a good match. However, there is a
gap between the outer readout chambers and the strips of the
outer ﬁeld cage which is too large to be left unﬁlled. The electric
ﬁeld would be distorted if it were left exposed and so a 38mm
wide skirt is inserted into the gap. The skirts are parallel to the
endplate and are electrically interconnected so they can be set to
an appropriate potential to minimize the distortions of the ﬁeld.
A temperature sensor (PT1000) is glued on the back side of each
skirt sector, thus allowing for temperature measurements inside
the volume of the TPC.
2.6. Endplates
The function of the endplates is to align the cylinders for the
ﬁeld cage vessels and to hold the readout chambers in position.
The four cylinders are screwed to the ﬂanges that connect the
ﬁeld cage vessels and the containment vessels, and are made gas-
tight with O-rings. The aluminum structure of the endplate is
60mm thick and the spokes are 30mm wide. The cut-outs for the
Fig. 7. The ﬁeld cage strips connect to the resistor rods with Cu–Be hooks. Metallic
screws hold the hooks onto the rod and provide the electrical connection to
contacts inside the rod.
Fig. 8. A view inside the ﬁeld cage where the strips and supporting rods are
visible. The central electrode reﬂects a view of the ﬁeld cage and the readout
chambers. The subdivision of the pad planes of the OROCs into four boards can be
seen. The skirt electrodes around the OROCs are also visible.
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of the chambers relative to the central electrode and are
independent of the endplate itself (see Section 3). Gas tightness
is achieved by a sealing foil and a double O-ring; one on the
chamber and one on the endplate. The endplates also provide
feed-throughs and ﬂanges for gas, laser and electrical connections.
2.7. I-bars
The TPC is installed at an angle of 0.791 with respect to the
horizontal due to the inclination of the LHC accelerator at the
ALICE collision hall. This puts a gravity load on the endplates and
leads to a displacement of the inner ﬁeld cage with respect to the
outer ﬁeld cage. The elastic deformation of the endplates is
removed by pulling on the inner ﬁeld cage with a pair of I-bars. In
Fig. 4, the I-bars are shown attached on the right hand side of the
TPC and were designed so that they do not obstruct the area
around the beam-pipe. The I bars are attached to the outer ring of
the endplate and can push or pull on the inner ﬁeld cage ring in
order to re-align the ﬁeld cages. During assembly in the ALICE
detector, it was necessary to pull on the inner ﬁeld cage with a
force of 3kN and an alignment of about 150mm was actually
achieved.
3. Readout chambers
3.1. Design considerations
Large-scale TPCs have been employed and proven to work in
collider experiments before [9], but none of them had to cope
with the particle densities and rates anticipated for the ALICE
experiment [5,6].
For the design of the Read-Out Chambers (ROCs), this leads to
requirements that go beyond an optimization in terms of
momentum and dE/dx resolution. In particular, the optimization
of rate capability in a high-track density environment has been
the key input for the design considerations.
The ALICE TPC has adopted MWPCs with cathode pad readout.
In preparation of the TPC TDR [3] alternative readout concepts
had also been considered, such as Ring Cathode Chambers (RCCs)
[10] or Gas Electron Multipliers (GEMs) [11] as ampliﬁcation
structures. However, those concepts seemed, though conceptually
convincing, not yet in an R&D state to be readily adopted for a
large detector project, which had to be realized within a relatively
short time span.
3.2. Mechanical structure
The azimuthal segmentation of the readout plane is common
with the subsequent ALICE detectors TRD and TOF, i.e. 18
trapezoidal sectors, each covering 201 in azimuth. The radial
dependence of the track density leads to different requirements
for the readout-chamber design as a function of radius. Conse-
quently, there are two different types of readout chambers,
leading to a radial segmentation of the readout plane into Inner
and Outer ReadOut Chamber (IROC and OROC, respectively). In
addition, this segmentation eases the assembly and handling of
the chambers as compared to a single large one, covering the full
radial extension of the TPC.
The dead space between neighboring readout chambers is
minimized by a special mounting technique (described in Section
3.4) by which the readout chambers are attached to the endplate
from the inside of the drift volume. The dead space between
two adjacent chambers in the azimuthal direction is 27mm.
This includes the width of the wire frames of 12mm on each
chamber (see Fig. 9) and a gap of 3mm between two chambers.
The total active area of the ALICE TPC readout chambers is
32.5m
2. The inner and outer chambers are radially aligned, again
matching the acceptance of the external detectors. The effective
active radial length (taking edge effects into account) varies from
84.1 to 132.1cm (134.6–246.6cm) for the inner (outer) readout
chambers. The mechanical structure of the readout chamber itself
consists of four main components: the wire planes, the pad plane,
made of a multilayer Printed Circuit Board (PCB), an additional
3mm Stesalit insulation plate, and a trapezoidal aluminum frame.
3.2.1. Wires
The wire length is given by the overall detector layout and
varies from 27 to 44cm in the inner chambers, and from 45 to
84cm in the outer chambers.
At constant potential, the gas gain increases with decreasing
anode-wire diameter. Thus, a small anode-wire diameter is
preferred. Owing to their superior strength, gold-plated tungsten
is preferable to copper–beryllium (an alloy of 98% Cu and 2% Be)
for the thin anode wires. However, for the thicker cathode and
gating grid wires this dense material would require unaffordable
tensions on the thin wire ledges. Therefore, copper–beryllium is
used.
However, electrostatic and gravitational forces cause the
anode wires to sag, leading to gas-gain variations along the wire.
The electrostatic sag is approximately proportional to the square
of the length of the wire, and inversely proportional to the
stretching force, while the gravitational sag depends on the
density of the wire material. Therefore, the wires need to be
mechanically strong enough to withstand the required stretching
forces. We have chosen for the anode wires a diameter of 20mm
and a stretching force of 0.45N. The cathode and gating grid wires
have a diameter of 75mm and a stretching force of 0.6 and 1.2N
for inner and outer chamber, respectively. The wire tension has
been measured during production for all wires (see Section 3.3.1).
The measured values ensure a wire sag around 50mm and thus
are below the speciﬁed limit of 70mm [3].
3.2.2. Wire planes
The ALICE-TPC readout chambers employ a commonly used
scheme of wire planes, i.e. a grid of anode wires above the pad
plane, a cathode-wire grid, and a gating grid. All wires run in the
azimuthal direction. Since the design constraints are different for
the inner and outer chambers (see below), their wire geometry is
different, as shown in Fig. 10. The gap between the anode-wire
grid and the pad plane is 3mm for the outer chambers, and only
Fig. 9. Cross-section through a readout chamber showing the pad plane, the wire
planes and the cover electrode.
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between the anode-wire grid and the cathode-wire grid. The
gating grid is located 3mm above the cathode-wire grid in both
types of chamber. The anode-wire grid and the gating grid are
staggered with respect to the cathode-wire grid. Henceforth we
abbreviate the wire geometry of the inner chamber by (2–2–3),
and that of the outer chamber by (3–3–3).
3.2.3. Anode-wire grid
Because of the expected high particle multiplicity and the
relatively large gas gains required for the readout chambers (see
below) a small anode-wire pitch was chosen for the ALICE TPC to
minimize the accumulated charge per unit length of the anode
wire and hence the risk of rate-induced gas-gain variations. This
led to the choice of a 2.5mm pitch for the anode wires. There are
no ﬁeld wires since they would reduce the signal coupling to the
pads, as they pick up a signiﬁcant fraction of the signal. The
absence of ﬁeld wires also considerably reduces the mechanical
forces on the wire frames. However, a chamber without ﬁeld
wires requires a somewhat higher voltage to achieve the required
gas gain and a higher geometrical precision in the positioning of
the wires.
3.2.4. Cathode-wire grid
The cathode-wire grid separates the drift volume from the
ampliﬁcation region. A large number of the ions produced in the
ampliﬁcation avalanche are collected at the cathode wires
without causing a noticeable reduction in electron transmission.
The cathode wire pitch is 2.5mm. Electrostatic calculations
substantiating the above layout numerically are described in
detail in Ref. [3].
3.2.5. Gating-wire grid
The gating grid is located above the cathode-wire grid, with
alternating wires connected together electrically. In the open gate
mode, all the gating grid wires are held at the same potential UG,
admitting electrons from the drift volume to enter the ampliﬁca-
tion region. In the absence of a valid trigger, the gating grid is
biased with a bipolar ﬁeld UG7DU (see Section 8.5), which
prevents electrons from the drift volume to get to the ampliﬁca-
tion region. This considerably reduces the integral charge deposit
on the anode wires. In addition, the closed gate stops ions created
in the avalanche processes of previous events from drifting back
into the drift volume. This is important because escaping ions
accumulate in the drift volume and can cause severe distortions of
the drift ﬁeld [12]. The goal is therefore to avoid increasing the ion
charge density above that created by primary ionization. The
resulting requirement is that the ion leakage from the ampliﬁca-
tion region has to be o10
 4. To achieve an electron transparency
close to 100% in the open mode while trapping ions and electrons
in the closed mode, the offset and bias potentials of the gating grid
are carefully adjusted. On the other hand, any ionization produced
by particles traversing the gap between the gating grid and pad
plane will unavoidably be ampliﬁed at the anode wires and thus
contribute to the integral charge accumulation. To minimize this
effect, the gap between the gating and cathode-wire grid is only
3mm, sufﬁcient to trap the ions within a typical gate opening
time of 100ms. To keep the alternating bias voltages low, the pitch
between the gating grid wires is 1.25mm.
3.2.6. Cover and edge geometry
The standard wire conﬁguration (see Fig. 10) has a disconti-
nuity at the transition to the next chamber in the radial direction.
Electrostatic simulations, as shown in Fig. 11a for the standard
wire conﬁguration, revealed a substantial inefﬁciency of the ion
gate.
The drift lines of positive ions originating from the ampliﬁca-
tion zone around the anode wire are shown. A sizable number of
positive ions could leak back into the drift zone for this particular
conﬁguration. In order to improve the electrostatic conﬁguration
additional electrodes, i.e. ground and cover strips, were intro-
duced (see Fig. 9). The voltage of the cover strip, which frames the
whole chamber, can be tuned to maximize the homogeneity of the
drift ﬁeld in the ampliﬁcation zone. The ground strip, together
with the HV of the cover strip forces all drift lines to end on either
the cover or ground strip. In addition, two thicker edge anode
wires (75mm) were introduced. Their HV can be set indepen-
dently thus providing a lower gain in the edge region. The
corresponding ﬁeld lines from electrostatic simulations are shown
in Fig. 11b. Measurements of the ion-back ﬂow for this
conﬁguration are given in Section 3.3.
3.2.7. Pad plane, connectors and ﬂexible cables
The readout pad structure has been optimized for signal-to-
noise ratio and position resolution at the desired gas gain. A
detailed account for the considerations leading to the chosen pad
layout is given in Ref. [3]. The adopted pad sizes are given in
Table 1.
The pad size increases with radius in two steps following the
radially decreasing track density. The pad plane itself is a 3mm
thick halogen-free FR4 printed circuit board. The signal from the
pad is routed in three layers of traces and vias to the connector
side. The routing of the traces from the pads to their connector
pad was realized employing an auto-router and was optimized for
minimum trace length and maximum trace-to-trace distance. The
boundary conditions for electrical design of the inner (outer)
readout chamber pad plane were the line width of four (8)mil
3
and the minimum distance between lines of 13 (31)mil.
The pad plane connectors are standard for vertical connection
of ﬂat ﬂexible cables. They have 23 pins each with a pitch of
1mm. Six connectors in the radial direction are grouped to
connect to the 128 readout channels of one FEC; four of them use
two ground lines and two use one ground line to connect the
ground on the pad plane with the ground of the FEC. The cables
themselves are ﬂexible Kaptont
TM cables, 8.2cm long.
3.2.8. Pad plane capacitance measurements
An important optimization parameter of the pad plane is the
minimization of the pad and traces-to-board capacitances. One
way to reduce the pad-to-board (ground) capacitances is to make
the traces as short as possible. Typically, traces from the border
pads to their connectors are the longest ones. After optimization,
i.e. basically overwriting auto-routers choice ‘by hand’, the
capacitances were generally below 9pF and as low as 6pF for
the shortest connections.
3mm
3mm
3mm
1.25mm
2.5mm
2mm
2mm
3mm
1.25mm
Gating Grid
2.5mm 2.5mm
Cathode Wire Grid
2.5mm
Anode Wire Grid
Pad Plane
Inner Chamber Outer Chamber
Fig. 10. Wire geometries of the outer (left) and inner (right) readout chambers.
3 1mil ¼25:4mm.
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Fig. 12 shows the aluminum body for an IROC, which holds the
pad and wire planes. Its stability against deformation from the
forces of the wire planes was optimized employing Finite-Element
(FEM) calculations.
The Al-body has cut-outs to allow for the connection of the
FECs to the connectors on the backside of the pad-plane. A cooling
pipe was introduced into the Al-body to remove residual heat not
taken away by the main cooling of the FECs or heat transmitted to
the Al-body via the ﬂat Kapton cables (see Section 5). The
mechanical deformation of the readout chambers under the forces
of the stretched wires was estimated via FEM calculation. The
input to the FEM calculations is based on the technical speciﬁca-
tion of the TPC readout chambers and on the material parameters
speciﬁed by the producer. The calculations yield the mechanical
stress, the stiffness as well as the deformation of the overall
structure: the maximal overall deformation of an inner module is
10 and 25mm for an outer module. These values, as well as the
corresponding values for the stress, are below the values, which
are considered to be critical, i.e. would inﬂuence noticeably the
performance of the chamber.
3.3. Tests with prototype chambers
Tests were performed both with several small custom-built
chambers to investigate speciﬁc properties of TPC components
and with real-size prototypes to verify the design before
mass production of the chambers. The tests, with both small
and real-size prototypes, are described in detail in Refs. [13–15].
In summary it was veriﬁed that the:
  gating efﬁciency measured both with a radioactive source and
the laser is better than  0:7   10
 4, i.e. of the same order than
the inverse of the envisioned gain of 2 10
4;
  cross-talk in the ﬂat cables is of the order of 0.5–1.0%, i.e. it is
thus not expected that the tracking performance is deterio-
rated in a signiﬁcant way;
  gas gain estimated as a function of anode voltage, is of the
order of 3 10
4 at 1280V (for the original mixture without N2)
and thus sufﬁciently high to achieve a signal/noise ratio
S/N¼20;
  average current is stable (long term stability) during the
irradiation of a chamber with a source corresponding to one
year of Pb–Pb (dNch/dy¼8000) running at 400Hz trigger rate;
  chamber performance does not suffer from aging or electron
attachment induced by out-gassing of construction materials;
and
  chambers are stable at high beam rate and perform according
to the design values for position and energy resolution.
3.3.1. Description of production steps
The work to produce readout chambers is split into work
packages deﬁned such that they can be carried out in parallel. One
work package was the preparation of the module body, which
included the insertion and gluing of the cooling loop, the
insulation plate and the pad plane onto the Al-body.
After geometrical tests and cleaning, the module bodies were
ready to receive the wire planes. The work package with the
ground electrode
cover electrode
Fig. 11. Drift lines for positive ions at the border of two readout chambers with gate closed and standard wire conﬁguration before (a) and after (b) the optimization of the
electrostatic conﬁguration at the borders of the chambers.
Fig. 12. Drawing of the Al-body of an outer readout chamber. Shown is the FEC
side with the cut-outs for the ﬂexible cables.
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three wire planes (5 days); which deﬁned the maximum chamber
production rate, i.e. 1 chamber/week. The total production time
per chamber was 30 days. A third work package was the testing of
the ﬁnal chamber which included a measurement of the wire
tension (see Fig. 13) and the connectivity of the wire planes, as
well as leak and performance tests, which are described below.
The wire tension, e.g. for the anode wires, varies by 75%. The
wire sag at the nominal voltage (1500V) is for the longest wires
(90cm) about 50mm, which changes the gain by about 4%. Such
gain variations are fully equilibrated by the krypton calibration
(see Section 10.4.1).
The production time for all 80 chambers was nominally
400 days, which, adding 25% contingency, amounts to an total
effective production time of   2:5 years. In fact, the production of
the multi-wire proportional readout chambers started in
March 2001 and ﬁnished in May 2004, i.e. took a little more than
three years.
3.3.2. Quality assurance and tests
All chambers were tested during and after production in order
to validate them for the ﬁnal assembly into the TPC. These tests
included:
  gas tightness;
  pad plane deformation;
  performance: measurement of the gain as a function of high
voltage;
  continuous operation under irradiation; and
  uniformity of response: irradiation scans over the active area
addressing the gain homogeneity.
For these tests a dedicated setup was used, consisting of a gas
box with a short ﬁeld cage and auxiliary sensors, into which a
readout chamber could be mounted. The installed sensors allowed
us to monitor the O2 and H2O content of the gas, temperature and
pressure, as well as the currents of anode, cathode and gating
grid wires.
Leak tests: The leak rate of each chamber was estimated from
the O2 contamination at the chamber outlet when ﬂushing the
chamber with a certain ﬂow of fresh gas as described in Ref. [14].
Typically, the leak rate is 0.2ml/h (5.5 10
 5mbarl/s) at a ﬂow
rate f  0:023m3=h. The acceptable O2 contamination for the
whole TPC is o5ppm [3], for a gas regeneration rate of 15m
3/h.
This translates into a leak rate of 0.5l/h. If this leak was entirely
due to the 2 36 readout chambers, each of them would be
allowed to contribute with a maximum leak rate of 5ml/h.
Long term stability tests: Each chamber is subjected to a long
term stability test. For this, the anode voltage for each of the
chambers is set to a value corresponding to a gain of 3 10
4.
A collimated iron source is placed at a ﬁxed position for a full
two-days irradiation test. The currents, X-ray ﬂuxes, pulse height
spectra and ambient pressure and temperature are continuously
(every 15min) recorded. The chamber is validated if no visible
deterioration of its performance is observed.
Gain homogeneity tests: After the long term test, a scan over the
active area of the chamber is performed. Keeping the same
voltages, the
55Fe source is consecutively placed in various
predeﬁned positions. Currents were recorded for each position
to map the gain uniformity of the chamber. Misalignment of wire
planes or sags due to insufﬁcient wire tension would result in
observable patterns on such a gain scan. Fig. 14 shows the scan
performed on one of the chambers. The spots on the corners fall
partially outside the active area of the chamber and present
therefore a lower efﬁciency. Owing to the tight electrode
geometry, high gains and the absence of ﬁeld wires, a gain
uniformity of the order of 10–20% was measured. However, no
evidence of loose wires was observed.
From the 20 IROCs tested this way, 17 showed a stable and
uniform ðDG=Go720%Þ performance. Three of them did not pass
the validation tests. Two chambers showed large (order of mA)
dark or leakage currents at voltages below the operational ones. It
is suspected that the reason for this behavior was a bad pad plane:
either dirty or with a rough surface. These two chambers were
therefore discarded for installation into the TPC. In one chamber
an anode wire broke after several minutes under nominal voltage.
The anode was burned at some 5mm from the holding ledge. This
was traced to faulty wire material. After this incident it was
decided to inspect the wire quality employing electron micro-
scopy before winding any anode wire plane.
Pad plane deformation: The spatial homogeneity of the chamber
gain depends on the distance between anode wire and the cathode
(wire) planes, i.e. on the wire sag due to gravitational and
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ensure an acceptable contribution of the pad plane inhomogeneity
to the gain variation, the pad plane deformation should be
comparable to the average wire sag. After gluing the pad planes
onto the Al-body the homogeneity of the pad plane has been
measured for each chamber on a xy-table. 24 and 28 reference
points were surveyed for IROC and OROC, respectively. The results
are depicted in Figs. 15 and 16.T h eR M Sv a l u eo ft h ep a dp l a n e
deformation is of the same magnitude as the average wire sag
ð 50mmÞ and thus contributes with a value of o5% to the gain
variation. The maximum deviations are signiﬁcantly higher and can
contribute with values of up to 15% to the gain inhomogeneity.
3.4. Chamber mounting and pre-commissioning
The chambers are attached to the endplate from the inside of the
TPC to minimize the dead space between neighboring chambers and
to allow for accurate adjustment of the position of each chamber.
The installation of the chambers required a special mounting tool
that has a long manipulator arm and which allows the rotation and
tilting of the chambers as they go into the TPC. The chambers were
attached to the tip of the manipulator arm and inserted at an angle
so they could be moved through the endplate (see Fig. 17).
Thereafter the angle was re-adjusted so the chambers could be
retracted (see Fig. 18) and ﬁt into their ﬁnal positions. The mounting
technology was previously used by the ALEPH collaboration, from
who we inherited the manipulator device.
After installation, the position of each chamber relative to the
endplate was determined by a photogrammetric survey. The
adjustment of the chambers was achieved by shimming them at
three points; two on the outer radius of each chamber and one at the
inner radius. For each chamber, the shims were then individually
re-machined based on the photogrammetric measurements. After
putting the ﬁnal shims in place, the relative accuracy of the
alignment of the chambers was approximately 250mm.
A ﬂexible gasket was used to achieve a gas seal around the
edges of the chambers. The gasket covered the gap between the
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Fig. 15. Top: RMS of the deviation of the pad plane references points from the
mean for an IROC chamber. Bottom: maximum distance between any two
measured reference points of an IROC chamber.
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Fig. 17. Insertion of an OROC through the endplate. The tilt, polar and azimuthal
angles of the chambers can be adjusted via handles and a transmission system.
Fig. 18. Rotation of an IROC inside the ﬁeld cage. To prevent dirt falling into the
ﬁeld cage the FEC side of the chambers is closed with a cover.
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one on the chamber, and the other on the endplate.
Once the chambers were installed, four types of electrical
measurements were done on each sector:
  pedestal and noise measurements;
  calibration pulser measurements (study the shaping properties
of the electronics);
  measurements with the TPC laser system (for alignment
purposes); and
  gain and drift-time measurements (using a cosmics trigger).
These measurements were performed before and after the TPC
was installed in the L3 magnet and the results are reported in
Section 10.
4. Front-end electronics and readout
4.1. General speciﬁcations
Charged particles traversing the TPC volume ionize the gas
along their path, liberating electrons that drift towards the
endplate of the chamber. The signal ampliﬁcation is provided
through avalanche effect in the vicinity of the anode wires of the
readout chambers. The electrons and positive ions created in the
avalanche, which move, respectively, towards the anode wire and
the surrounding electrodes, induce a positive current signal on the
pad plane. The current signal of a single avalanche, which is
characterized by a fast rise time (o1ns) and a long tail (of the
order of 50ms), carries a charge that, in the ALICE TPC, can be as
low as a few fC. It is then delivered on the detector impedance
which, to a very good approximation, is a pure capacitance of the
order of a few pF. The shape of the signal tail, which is due to
the motion of the positive ions, is rather complex and depends on
the details of the chamber and pad geometry [16,17]. This tail,
causing pile-up effects, sets the main limitation to the maximum
track density at which a MWPC can be operated.
The readout of the signal is done by 557568 pads that form the
cathode pad plane of the readout chambers. The signals from the
pads are passed to four 356 Front-End Cards (FECs), located 7cm
away from the pad plane, via ﬂexible Kapton cables. In the FECs a
custom-made charge-sensitive shaping ampliﬁer, named PASA
(PreAmpliﬁer ShAper), transforms the charge signal induced in
the pads into a differential semi-Gaussian voltage signal that is
fed to the input of the ALTRO (ALice Tpc Read Out) chip. Each
ALTRO contains 16 channels operating concurrently that digitize
and process the input signals. Upon arrival of a ﬁrst-level trigger,
the data stream corresponding to the detector drift time
ðt100msÞ is stored in a memory. When a second-level trigger
(accept or reject) is received, the latest event data stream is either
frozen in the data memory, until its complete readout takes place,
or discarded. The readout can take place at any time at a speed of
up to 200MByte/s through a 40-bit-wide backplane bus linking
the FECs to the Readout Control Unit (RCU), which interfaces them
to the Data AcQuisition (DAQ), the Trigger and the Detector
Control System (DCS).
The main requirements for the readout electronics and the
way they are derived from the detector performance require-
ments are discussed in Ref. [3, Section 5.1.1] and listed in Table 5.
One of the tightest requirements is deﬁned by the extremely
high pulse rate with which the ALICE TPC Front-End Electronics
(FEE) has to cope. Indeed, the FEE has been designed to cope with
a signal occupancy as high as 50%. Furthermore the extremely
large raw data volume (750MByte/event) asks for zero suppres-
sion already in the FEE in order to ﬁt events at the foreseen event
rate into the DAQ bandwidth (216 links at 160MByte/s). For
example, for a trigger rate of 1kHz as planned for pp collisions,
this leads to a raw data throughput of 750GByte/s, which is
beyond the present data handling capabilities. Zero suppression,
however, reduces the event sizes to about 0.1–0.2MByte for pp
and up to about 70MByte for Pb–Pb, respectively (see Table 2). It
should be noticed that in a high occupancy environment, in order
to preserve the full resolution on the signal features (charge and
arrival time), a very accurate cancellation of the signal tail and
correction of the baseline have to be performed before the zero
suppression.
Besides the optimization for the maximum rate the detector
can be operated at, its dead time has to be minimized. This is
done by introducing a derandomizing Multiple Event Buffer
(MEB) to eliminate the contribution due to the random nature
of the trigger arrival times. Simulations showed that four entries
were a good trade-off between cost/size and effect (refer to
Ref. [3, Section 5.1.7]).
The front-end electronics system has to satisfy many other
constraints, while meeting the required performance speciﬁca-
tions. Mainly, the readout electronics needs to ﬁt into the overall
detector structure, in particular into the available space, which
has important consequences for the requirements on reliability,
power, and cooling.
The radiation load on the TPC is rather low (o1krad over 10
years). Thus standard radiation-soft technologies are suitable for
the implementation of this electronics. However, some special
care has to be taken to protect the system against Single Event
Upset (SEU), see Section 4.7.
4.1.1. System overview
A single readout channel is comprised of four basic functional
units (Fig. 19): (1) a charge sensitive ampliﬁer/shaper (PASA);
(2) a 10-bit 25MSPS (mega samples per second) low power ADC;
(3) a digital circuit that contains a shortening ﬁlter for the tail
cancellation, the baseline subtraction and zero suppression
circuits; and (4) the MEB.
The charge collected at the TPC pads is ampliﬁed and
integrated by a low input impedance ampliﬁer. It is based on a
charge sensitive ampliﬁer followed by a semi-Gaussian pulse
shaper. These analog functions are realized by a custom
integrated circuit, PASA (Section 4.2), which contains 16 channels.
The circuit has a conversion gain of 12mV/fC, an output dynamic
range of 2V, and produces a differential semi-Gaussian pulse with
a shaping time (FWHM) of 190ns.
The output signals of the PASA chip are digitized by a 10-bit
pipelined 25MSPS ADC (one per channel) operated at a sampling
rate in the range of 5–10MHz. The digitized signal is then
processed by a set of circuits that perform the baseline
subtraction, tail cancellation, zero-suppression, formatting and
Table 5
Readout electronics requirements.
Number of channels 557568
Dynamic range 900:1
Noise (ENC) o1000e (rms)
Conversion gain 12mV/fC
Cross-talk o1%
Shaping time   200ns
Sampling rate 5–10MHz
Tail correction after 1ms 0.1%
Maximum readout rate (Pb–Pb) 300Hz
Maximum readout rate (pp) 1.4kHz
Power consumption o100mW=channel
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single, custom-made chip named ALTRO (Section 4.3).
The complete readout chain is contained in FECs (Section 4.4),
which are plugged in crates that are supported by the service
support wheel. They are mechanically decoupled with respect to
the detector by Kapton cables (see Section 8.2). Each FEC houses
eight PASAs and eight ALTRO chips, 128 channels in total. Another
important component of the FEC is the Board Controller (BC),
which implements a number of key functions for the readout and
system monitoring. The FECs are connected to the cathode plane
by means of six 8.2cm long ﬂexible cables. As illustrated in
Fig. 20, FECs are grouped in readout partitions controlled by RCUs
(Section 4.5). The number of FECs per partition varies according to
its radial position on the detector, due to the trapezoidal shape of
the sectors and the different pad sizes. Within a readout partition,
the FECs are organized in two branches, connected to the RCU via
separate backplanes.
The FECs communicate with the RCU by means of two
independent buses: the ALTRO bus and the front-end control
bus, both based on low-voltage signaling technology (Gunning
Transistor Logic, GTL). The conﬁguration of the FECs, the
distribution of the clock and trigger signals and the readout of
trigger related data are performed via the ALTRO bus. The RCU
uses the front-end control bus for all operations related to the
safety and monitoring of the readout partition. Each of the 2 18
TPC sectors is equipped with six readout partitions with,
respectively (from the innermost to the outermost) 18, 25, 18,
20, 20, and 20 FECs, accounting for a total of four 356 FECs and
216 RCUs. From the readout and control point of view, each
partition represents an independent system.
4.2. PASA
The PASA [18] integrates 16 identical Charge Sensitive
Ampliﬁers (CSAs) followed by a pole-zero cancellation network
and a shaping ampliﬁer. A simpliﬁed block diagram of the signal
processing chain is shown in Fig. 21. The positive polarity CSA,
with a capacitive and resistive feedback connected in parallel, is
followed by a pole-zero cancellation network with a self-adaptive
bias network, a CR-ﬁlter, two (RC)
2-bridged-T ﬁlters, a common-
mode feed-back network and two quasi-differential gain-2
Fig. 19. An overview of the ALICE TPC front end electronics (& 2003 IEEE [19]).
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18–25pF.
The ampliﬁer topology is based on a single-ended folded
cascode ampliﬁer followed by a source follower. As seen in Fig. 21,
an NMOS transistor, which is operated in the subthreshold region
to implement a large resistor, is connected in parallel to the
feedback capacitor Cf. The purpose of this resistor is to avoid
saturation of the CSA by continuously discharging the feedback
capacitance. This resistor contributes to the parallel noise at the
CSA input. A value of 10MO is chosen as trade off between noise
and count rate. Still, the relatively long discharge time constant of
the CSA may cause signal pile-up. For this reason, the CSA is
followed by a pole-zero cancellation network (Mpz and Cdiff),
which is combined with the CdiffRdiff-ﬁlter stage. The signal is then
ampliﬁed and further shaped by two second order bridged-T
ﬁlters to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio and to limit the signal
bandwidth. In the last PASA stage the signal levels are adjusted to
match the input of the ALTRO chip.
The chip was manufactured in the C35B3C1 0:35mm CMOS
technology featured by Austriamicrosystems. It has a width of
5.3mm and a length of 3.4mm and gives in total an area of
18mm
2. A picture of the produced PASA is shown in Fig. 22. The
input and output pins are distributed along the length of the chip.
The 16 channels, divided in two groups of eight channels each, are
placed on each side of the bias network, located at the center of
the chip. The de-coupling capacitors together with pads
connected to ground are placed adjacent to each channel,
creating a physical distance between the channels in order to
reduce the cross-talk. In addition each channel is surrounded by a
guard ring connected to the substrate which isolates them from
each other and further reduces the cross-talk.
As detailed in Section 4.8, the performance of about 48000
PASA was tested; 98% of the chips was fully functional. The
general performance of the chip is listed in Table 6.
4.3. ALTRO
4.3.1. Circuit description
The ALTRO [19] is a mixed-signal custom integrated circuit
containing 16 channels operating concurrently and continuously
on the analog signals coming from 16 independent inputs. It is
designed to process a train of pulses sitting on a common
baseline. Fig. 23 shows a simpliﬁed block diagram of the chip.
When a ﬁrst-level trigger is received, a predeﬁned number of
samples is processed and temporarily stored in a data memory
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Fig. 21. A simpliﬁed block diagram of the PreAmpliﬁer-ShAper (PASA) signal processing chain.
 
Fig. 22. Layout of the PASA chip.
Table 6
PASA key performance ﬁgures.
Parameter Specs Simulation Test
Noise o1000e 385e  385e
Shaping time (ns) 190 212  190
Non-linearity o1% 0.19% 0.2%
Cross-talk o0:3% – o0:1%
Baseline variation (mV) – – 780
Conv. gain (mV/fC) 12 12.74  12:8
Power (mW/ch) o20 11 11.67
All values are given for a detector capacitance of 12pF.
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trigger is received; otherwise it is overwritten by the next
acquisition.
With reference to Fig. 23, a short description of the main
building blocks is given following the signal processing path.
ADC. The Analog to Digital conversion is based on the ST
Microelectronics TSA1001 [20], a CMOS 10-bit pipelined ADC. The
block diagram of this ADC is presented in Fig. 24. The conversion
pipeline consists of nine stages with an overall latency of 5.5 clock
cycles.
The internal construction of the ADC is fully differential, and
allows up to 2V differential swing. A polarization current,
provided for each channel by an internal resistor, deﬁnes the
ADC bandwidth and power consumption. The polarization
resistor is divided in multiple taps such that only one metal
layer has to be changed in order to optimize the power
consumption for the required bandwidth. Two versions of the
ALTRO chip have been produced. They were optimized for
maximum sampling rates of 25 and 40MHz and power consump-
tions of 12.5 and 43mW/channel, respectively. The ALICE TPC
uses the 25MSPS version.
Data processor: The Data Processor conditions the signal in
several processing stages. The ﬁrst stage is the Baseline Correction
I. Its main task is to prepare the signal for the tail cancellation by
removing low frequency perturbations and trigger correlated
effects. While the ﬁrst is implemented by a self-calibration circuit
based on a ﬁrst order inﬁnite impulse response ﬁlter, the latter is
achieved by subtracting a pattern stored in a 10-bit wide 1k deep
Pedestal MEMory (PMEM). The next processing block, the Tail
Cancellation Filter, which is based on a third order inﬁnite
impulse response ﬁlter, is able to suppress the tail of the pulses
within 1ms after the peak, with an accuracy of 1LSB [16]. Since
the ﬁlter coefﬁcients for each channel are fully programmable,
the circuit is able to cancel a wide range of signal tail shapes.
This also allows maintaining a constant quality of the output
signal regardless of the actual detector operation parameters
(gas and anode voltage), aging effects on the detector, and
channel-to-channel ﬂuctuations. The subsequent processing
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scheme based on a 8-tap moving average ﬁlter. This scheme
removes non-systematic perturbations of the baseline that are
superimposed to the signal (see Fig. 25). At the output of this
block, the signal baseline is constant with an accuracy of 1LSB.
Such accuracy allows an efﬁcient signal compression
implemented in the Zero Suppression unit, which discards all
data below a programmable threshold (see Fig. 26). In addition
this unit features the following three functions. (1) A glitch ﬁlter
checks for a consecutive number of samples above the threshold,
conﬁrming the existence of a real pulse, and thus reducing the
impulsive noise sensitivity. (2) In order to keep enough
information for further extraction, the complete pulse shape
must be recorded. Therefore, the possibility to record pre- and
post-samples is provided. (3) Finally, the merging of two
consecutive data sets that are closer than three samples is
performed. In the Data Format unit, each data packet is
formatted with its time stamp and size information such that
reconstruction is possible afterward. The output of the Data
Processor is sent to a 5kByte data memory able to store up to
eight acquisitions.
Multi-event memory: The ALTRO channel data memory
(1024 40bit) is partitioned in either four or eight buffers. The
size of the memory allows storing four complete 1000-sample
acquisitions with non-zero-suppressed data. If the Data Processor
is conﬁgured to process o500 samples, the 8-buffer partitioning
can be used. In order to reduce the noise, the basic principle of
operation is that all bus activity should be stopped during the
acquisition time. For this reason, the data memory manager
interrupts the readout when a trigger is received and resumes
only once the acquisition has ﬁnished.
Data can be read out from the chip, as standalone circuit, at a
maximum speed of 60MHz through a 40-bit wide bus, yielding a
total bandwidth of 300MByte/s. The readout speed and the ADC
sampling frequency are independent. In the FEC the ALTRO chips
are readout at a frequency of 40MHz.
4.3.2. Physical implementation
The ALTRO chip is manufactured in the ST Microelectronics
CMOS 0:25mm (HCMOS-7) technology. The main physical char-
acteristics of the circuit are summarized in Table 7.
The integration of the ADC imposes certain restrictions to the
layout and the pin-out of the chip in order to guarantee a good
performance in terms of noise and conversion reliability. The 16
ADCs are arranged in two octal ADC macros. The pedestal
memories are placed close to the macros on the left and right
side as shown in Fig. 27. The data memories are placed towards
the center of the chip, distant from the ADCs macros. The
placement of the memories reﬂects the regular structure of the 16
concurrent processing channels. The processing logic is distributed
in the remaining space. To reduce the effect of digital noise on the
ADC, the following strategy was applied during the layout phase.
Since 95% of the logic works on the sampling clock, the phase of
the clock signal distributed to all the ﬂip-ﬂops can be adjusted
Fig. 25. Baseline correction II block operation principle (& 2003 IEEE [19]).
Fig. 26. Zero suppression scheme (& 2003 IEEE [19]).
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Table 7
ALTRO physical characteristics.
Process ST HCMOS-7 ð0:25mmÞ
Area 64mm
2
Dimensions 7.70 8.35mm
2
Transistors 6 million
Embedded memory 800kbit
Supply voltage 2.5V
Package TQFP-176
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aperture time of the ADC. Each ADC block contains a passive clock
tree balanced with an accuracy of 1ps.
As detailed in Section 4.8, 48000 chips have been fabricated
with a production yield of 84%. A number of tests were
implemented to assess the performance of the chip (see Table 8).
4.4. Front-end card (FEC)
The Front-End Card (FEC) contains the complete readout chain
for the ampliﬁcation, shaping, digitization, processing and
buffering of the TPC signals; it must handle the signal dynamic
range of about 10 bits with minimal degradation of resolution.
4.4.1. Circuit description
With reference to Fig. 28, hereafter the FEC layout following
the signals ﬂow is described. The FEC receives 128 analog signals
through 6 ﬂexible Kapton cables and the corresponding
connectors. The input signals are very fast, with a rise time of
o1ns. Therefore, to minimize the channel-to-channel cross-talk,
the eight PASA circuits have to be very close to the input
connectors. The analog to digital conversion and the digital
processing are done by the ALTROs, which are connected to the
corresponding PASAs with differential signals. It should be
noticed that the PASA and ALTRO can also be interconnected in
a single-ended mode. However, according to measurements, the
noise increases by a factor two with respect to the differential-
mode interconnection adopted in the FEC.
The data lines of the ALTROs are multiplexed, at the board
level, through an LVCMOS bus. It features an asynchronous
protocol, which is enhanced by a clocked block-transfer that
provides a bandwidth of up to 200MByte/s. The FEC is interfaced
to the RCU through a bus based on the GTL technology, named
ALTRO bus. At the board output the bus signals are translated
from LVCMOS level to GTL level by bi-directional transceivers. The
conﬁguration, readout and test of the board are done via the GTL
bus. Moreover, the FEC contains the BC, implemented in an FPGA,
which provides the RCU with an independent access to the FEC via
an I
2C link. This secondary access is used to control the state of the
voltage regulators and monitor the board activity, power supplies
and temperature.
The board offers a number of test facilities. As an example a
data pattern can be written in the ALTRO chip and read out back
exercising the complete readout chain. The BC allows verifying
the bus activities, the presence of the clock and the number of
triggers received.
The ALTRO chips and the BC work synchronously under the
master clock with a frequency up to 40MHz. The ALTRO circuits
usually perform the same operations concurrently, under the
control of the RCU. However, the latter can also control a single
channel at a time. This is performed in the conﬁguration phase
and for test purposes. The RCU broadcasts the trigger information
to the individual FECs and controls the readout procedure. Both
functions are implemented via the GTL bus.
Table 8
ALTRO key performance ﬁgures.
Power consumption 320mW
a
Max. readout bandwidth 300MByte/s
b
ADC resolution 10bit
ENOB 9.7bit
a,
c
Nrms (RMS noise) 0.35 LSB rms
DNL o0:2 LSB rms
a,
c
INL o0:8 LSB abs:
a,
c
SFDR 78dB
a,
c
Cross-talk 0.05 LSB rms
a,
d
The three and four letter acronyms stand for: effective number of bits (ENOB),
differential non-linearity (DNL) integral non-linearity (INL), and spurious-free
dynamic range (SFDR).
a fS¼10MHz, Rpol ¼ 90kO, internal.
b fRDO¼ 60MHz.
c fin¼960kHz, 1Vpp.
d Aggressor: fin¼960kHz, 1Vpp, victim closed to 100O.
Kapton cables to the
 detector
170 mm
190 mm
Fig. 28. FEC layout. The components are mounted on both sides of the board. The ﬁgure shows the board topside with four PASAs, four ALTROs, one FPGA, the voltage
regulators and some other minor components. On the bottom side are placed the other four PASAs and four ALTROs and, close to the readout bus connectors, the GTL
transceivers.
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In order to match the position of the connectors on the
chamber pad plane, the FEC has a width of 190mm. Moreover, in
order to ﬁt into the available space its height and thickness are
170mm and 14mm, respectively.
The FEC Printed Circuit Board (PCB) contains four signal layers
and four power layers (two supply layers with the corresponding
ground layers). The power layers have essentially the same
geometry. The duplication of the power and ground layers
provides the following advantages: (1) it eases the implementa-
tion of controlled-impedance lines; (2) it reduces the voltage drop
over the power layers; and (3) it reduces the noise produced by
ground bouncing. From the power supply point of view the board
is divided in three main sections: the PASA section, the ALTRO/
ADC section and the digital section. Each power layer consists of
three different power planes. The ALTRO/ADC and the digital
planes are supplied with the same input voltage (+2.5V), and are
closed together at the input of the voltage regulators. The PASA
plane is supplied at +3.3V. The three ground planes (PASA
ground, ALTRO/ADC ground and digital ground) are closed
together with a pad, which is located upstream of the voltage
regulators.
The FEC has a maximum power consumption of about 6W. In
order to minimize the heat transfer to the detector sensitive
volume, the FECs are embedded in two copper plates cooled by
water (see Section 5.4.1).
4.5. RCU
The readout control unit (RCU) is the central node in the readout
and control networks. It acts as bridge between the different
interfaces to the TPC (DAQ, Trigger and DCS) and its underlying
electronics (FECs). In addition, the RCU provides core functionality
to conﬁgure, trigger, readout, monitor and debug the FEE.
The RCU consists of a motherboard, which contains the main
control circuit, and two daughter cards: the SIU (Source Interface
Unit) and DCS cards. The RCU functions, which are mostly
implemented on programmable logic devices, can be re-pro-
grammed remotely. This has proven to be an essential feature
while commissioning and debugging the TPC FEE and its interplay
with the backend systems. Moreover, the programmability of the
RCU allows us to incorporate new features that might become
relevant when operating the detector with high luminosity heavy
ion beams. The SIU, which is the common interface card to the
ALICE DAQ, is described in detail in Ref. [21]. The motherboard
and DCS cards will be discussed in the following sub-sections.
4.5.1. RCU motherboard
The motherboard hosts the main FPGA, a Xilinx Virtex-II Pro
(XC2VP7 [22,23]), the interface to the daughter cards, as well as
the line drivers for the buses that connect to the FECs.
The architecture of the ﬁrmware for the FPGA is coarsely
sketched in Fig. 20. The readout node provides a sequencer to
readout the ALTRO channels in a programmed order and allows
the program to skip empty channels to speed up the readout
process (called ‘sparse readout’). Special emphasis was given to
the handling of erroneous bus transactions and their reporting,
which is essential to operate a system with half a million channels
in a stable fashion. In the course of implementing a fault-proof
system, the RCU wraps the ALTRO event data (10-bit words) into a
simple 32-bit format, adding marker bits to re-align to single
channels in case of data corruption. This allows the system to
decode the event data packet even when part of the system fails.
The control node uses the slow control bus to read and monitor
the BC values. It also implements an interrupt handler that can
turn off FECs within 100ms upon a severe error, e.g. a temporary
short circuit produced by a highly ionizing particle.
The RCU’s main FPGA is also responsible for distributing the
clock signals (readout and sampling clock) to the FECs. They are
derived from the global LHC clock ð 40MHzÞ that is distributed
via the LHC Timing Trigger and Control (TTC) system [24] to the
FEE. The sampling clock can be selected to be either 2.5, 5, 10 or
20MHz, and the RCU provides the necessary synchronization
logic to keep the sampling clock phases of all RCUs equal. In this
context, it should be mentioned that the phase of the trigger
signal with respect to the sampling clock is measured for each
event by the RCU, in LHC bunch crossing periods (25ns), and is
included in the trailer of the event data packet.
Besides the main FPGA, the RCU motherboard also hosts a ﬂash
FPGA (ACTEL ProAsic+ [25]) and some ﬂash memory. This set of
circuits is used verify the conﬁguration of the main FPGA and to
possibly reconﬁgure it while it is operating, making the RCU a
radiation tolerant circuit as further discussed in Section 4.7.
4.5.2. DCS board
The DCS board provides the interfaces to the ALICE Trigger and
DCS systems [26,28]. It is based on an Altera Excalibur FPGA
(EPXA1) with an embedded processor core (ARM 922T) [29]
running a tailored version of Linux. The connection to the DCS
system is established via a 10Mbit/s Ethernet network interface,
which is electrically adapted to run in a magnetic ﬁeld. This
architecture has proven to be extremely ﬂexible and easy to
maintain as it is built on widely supported hard- and software
platforms.
The main application running on the DCS boards is a server
application, called FeeServer, that provides communication
channels to the DCS system for conﬁguration and monitoring. It
is described in more detail in Section 9.2.
4.6. Trigger subsystem
The ALICE trigger system (CTP) is based on three trigger
levels [30]:
L0: The ‘level zero’ trigger pulse has a ﬁxed latency of about
1:2ms with respect to the interaction.
L1a/L1r: Each L0 can be followed by a ‘level one accept’ pulse
after a ﬁxed latency of about 7:7ms with respect to the
interaction time. If this is not the case, it is referred to as
‘level one reject’ and the trigger sequence has ﬁnished. If
an L1a was issued, an asynchronous message containing
basic event information (containing the event ID) will
follow.
L2a/L2r: A third level trigger (‘level two accept’ or ‘level two
reject’) completes the trigger sequence by deciding if
the triggered event should be transferred from the FEE
data buffers to the DAQ. This trigger level is dispatched
as an asynchronous message after a minimum time of
about 100ms, which corresponds to the TPC drift time,
in order to ensure the completion of the TPC readout. It
is relevant to mention that the rejection of events that
are superimposed within the TPC drift time, can be
implemented at this trigger level.
The synchronous trigger pulses (L0 and L1a) and the trigger
messages (L1 message, L2a/L2r) are transmitted together with the
LHC clock signal via the TTC optical ﬁbers.
The TPC data acquisition is started either upon an L0 or upon an
L1a, according to the conﬁguration of the trigger detectors participat-
ing in the run. The readout process always starts after an L2a.
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detector dead time, i.e. the drift time, and the FEE dead time
(event readout time). Whenever the TPC cannot process any
further events, a signal (busy signal) is asserted to prevent the CTP
from issuing subsequent triggers. The busy signal is generated by
the BusyBox, which keeps track of the triggers issued and events
received by the DAQ machines (via separate links to each of the
216 D-RORCs), as well as of the number of free MEB entries in the
ALTROs (refer to Fig. 29).
4.7. Radiation tolerance
Exposure to energetic particles can produce instantaneous
failures and, over time, the degrading of electronic components.
The requirements for the TPC electronics in terms of radiation
tolerance are twofold. On the one hand the estimated radiation
is rather low both in terms of ﬂux and dose (see below), which
allows for the use of standard, radiation-soft technologies. On
the other hand it has to be assured that the impact of rare
(but existing) effects due to radiation are not affecting the
overall performance or even causing irreversible damages to the
system.
Simulations suggest that the total radiation load on the TPC
will be o13Gy over 10 years, and the ﬂux through the electronics
less than about 800particles/cm
2s [31]. Nevertheless, for the
design and implementation of the TPC FEE, the following three
effects were carefully evaluated:
  Total Ionization Dose (TID) effects: TID is a cumulative effect,
related to the damage of the semiconductor lattice, which
causes slow gradual degradation of the device’s performance.
  Single Event Upset (SEU): When an ionizing particle traverses
the sensitive region of a memory cell it can change its logical
state (0–1 or vice versa).
  Single Event Latch-up (SEL): The ionized track of an particle can
form a conducting path through the substrate of the semi-
conductor creating a short between the supply rails.
Concerning the TID effects, all components were qualiﬁed to
withstand a dose corresponding to 150 years of LHC operation.
The measures to protect the FEE components against SEUs and
SELs were chosen according to their potential impact on the
system. Two examples, the protection of the ALTRO chips and the
RCU FPGA, are hereunder discussed in more detail.
Fig. 29. Overview of the trigger subsystem.
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ALTRO: In the ALTRO all control state machines are protected
against SEU by Hamming coding that implements an algorithm to
recover from single bit and to detect double bit errors. In
particular this prevents electrical conﬂicts of two ALTRO chips
on the I/O bus. As this virtually makes them fail-safe, the most
severe problem that can still occur is a corruption of the
conﬁguration registers content. Moreover, data could also be
affected, but the estimated bit error rate does not justify any
protection on this level. Combining the simulated particle ﬂux
with the SEU cross-sections measured for the ALTRO chip, the
corresponding mean time between failures (MTBF) have been
determined as listed in Table 9.
RCU: In the RCU there is a single device to be protected against
SEUs, the main FPGA, which is based on SRAM technology. In this
context, it should be mentioned that the hardware resources
needed for the implementation of the RCU functions are featured
only in large SRAM programmable devices. However, these
devices store their conﬁguration, which deﬁnes their logical
function, inside a radiation sensitive SRAM. If an SEU occurs in
this conﬁguration memory, it might cause a circuit malfunction,
which, however, can be corrected by rewriting the originally
stored value to the memory cell. Partial reconﬁguration is a
feature offered by several Xilinx FPGAs, which allows to
reconﬁgure a subset of the conﬁguration memory without
interrupting the operation of the device. This has been imple-
mented in the RCU system in order to detect and correct SEUs
[32]. As shown in Fig. 30, the main parts of the veriﬁcation and
reconﬁguration circuit are an Actel ﬂash-based FPGA (auxiliary
FPGA), and a ﬂash-memory device.
4.7.2. SEL
The radiation tests carried out on the FEE components have
never shown the occurrence of SELs. However, the FECs were
designed before the radiation tests were completed and, there-
fore, were protected against the occurrence of short circuits
induced by SEL as a precautionary measure. The BC continuously
monitor the FEC’s power consumption and asserts an interrupt if a
programmable threshold is exceeded. Whenever the RCU detects
an interrupt it turns off the corresponding FEC, removes it from
the readout process, and notiﬁes the event to the DCS.
4.8. Testing procedure
The testing and qualiﬁcation procedure for the electronics was
implemented in two consecutive stages: ﬁrst the individual custom
made chips (ALTROs and PASAs) and then the assembled FECs.
After having been packaged, all chips had to go through a
thorough test that included burn-in testing and functional testing
based on a semiautomatic set-up using a robot [33]. The digital and
analog parts were subject to different acceptance tests. The digital
parts were required to be 100% functional. The analog parts were
allowed a small variation in the most critical parameters (conversion
gain, peaking time and output DC offset). The requirements and
sources of failures are displayed in Tables 10 and 11, which also
include the numbers as obtained for a later production of the circuits
mainly for STAR in 2006. The yields for ALTROs and PASAs are 84%
and 98%, respectively. The PASA yields were so good, that we were
able to apply very stringent selection criteria as listed in Table 11.
Once the parts had been qualiﬁed, the assembled FEC was
tested to reject clear electrical faults (e.g. shorts) and to
characterize the interplay of the components. The corresponding
yields are shown in Table 12.
During all tests the components were marked and their
characteristics ﬁlled into a database. For the FECs the ID is also
stored in an EEPROM on the card itself.
Table 9
MTBF of the internal elements of the ALTRO chip.
Part MTBF
Registers 36h
PMEM 168min
MEB 42min
FSM
a 58 days
The MTBF values are quoted for a readout partition with 25 FECs.
a It refers to the occurrence of SEUs in a ﬁnite state machine (FSM), which is
recovered by the Hamming protection.
Fig. 30. RCU block diagram, emphasizing the circuit for active partial reconﬁguration at the bottom right. The data path is given by black arrows.
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5.1. Overview
In this section we describe the water based cooling and
temperature stabilization system of the ALICE TPC. We substanti-
ate the need for a temperature stabilization system in addition to
the cooling (heat removal) of the front-end electronics. The
principle of the leakless operation of the cooling system is brieﬂy
introduced and the cooling strategy is outlined. In Section 5.6 the
experience gained during the commissioning of the cooling
systems (2006–2008) is reported. The achieved temperature
homogeneity during these ﬁrst runs is also discussed.
5.2. The necessity for uniform temperatures
The design goal for the temperature stability and homogeneity
within the TPC drift volume is DTo0:1 3C [3]. This value
is a consequence of our particular gas choice, a mixture of
Ne–CO2–N2.
Fig. 31 shows the relative change in drift velocity with
temperature as a function of the drift ﬁeld [34,35]. As can be
seen from the graph, the change in drift velocity is about 0.35%/K
at 400V/cm. This means that a temperature difference larger than
0.1K over the full drift length of 250cm results in longitudinal
position variations Dz of the order of 1mm at vdrift ¼2:65cm=ms.
This exceeds the internal resolution of the readout chambers.
5.2.1. Heat load and computational ﬂuid dynamics calculations
The main heat contribution stems from the FECs, which are
connected via short (8.2cm) ﬂexible cables to the cathode pad
plane of the readout chambers. The 2 18 sectors, each being
equipped with 121 FEC cards, dissipate a total of 28kW. This heat
load has to be removed by the FEC-cooling circuits. The bus bars,
providing the low voltage power to the FEC, are integrated into
the SSW spokes and dissipate a total of about 0.54kW.
Another important heat source affecting the TPC gas is the
power produced by the four ﬁeld-cage resistor rods. While the
power is relatively small (8W/rod), it would, without counter-
measures, be dissipated directly into the gas volume.
Other heat sources are neighboring detectors, namely the
Inner Tracking System (ITS) inside and the Transition Radiation
Detector (TRD) outside of the TPC.
In the context of the optimization of the ventilation scheme
inside the ALICE L3 magnet, a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
study has been carried out to estimate the residual heat distribution
within the L3 magnet [36]. The resulting temperature proﬁle within
the L3 magnet shows a variation within 20 and 301C which leads to
a temperature inhomogeneity of up to 5K inside the TPC volume. A
90% cooling efﬁciency of the various detector cooling systems has
been assumed for this study leading to a dissipated heat of 17kW. It
was shown that, irrespective of the detailed layout of the ventilation
scheme, a temperature gradient of about 5K develops across the
vertical dimension of the TPC. This study clearly demonstrates that
Table 10
Failures in the ALTROs.
Failure Frequency
ALICE STAR
None 41 297 84.1% 14 273
Power 2307 4.7% 674 4.1%
Register 1032 2.1% 190 1.2%
PMEM 621 1.3% 199 1.2%
MEB 2203 4.5% 633 3.8%
DSP 753 1.5% 241 1.5%
ADC 712 1.4% 228 1.4%
Misc. 153 0.3% 49 0.3%
Not tested 48 0.1% 2 0.01%
Total 49127 100.0% 16489 100.0%
Tests were performed in the listed order and the procedure was stopped upon the
ﬁrst detected failure.
Table 11
Acceptance levels for the PASAs as chosen for the ALICE TPC.
Not accepted Frequency
ALICE STAR
None 40 938 85.9% 20954 91.9%
Power 776 1.6% 72 0.3%
Conv. gain (5%) 1009 2.1% 179 0.8%
Peaking time (6%) 1408 3.0% 153 0.7%
Outp. offset (50mV) 5 28 11.4% 2122 9.3%
Total 47 637 100.0% 22 795 100.0%
Multiple counting occurs but in the case of too high power consumption where the
testing procedure was aborted.
Table 12
Failures in the FECs.
Failure Frequency
None 4320 90.0%
Any 380 7.9%
Damaged PASAs 80 1.7%
Damaged ALTROs 40 0.8%
Improper placement or soldering of connectors 35 0.7%
PCB traces 5 0.1%
Improper soldering of IC pins 107 2.2%
Defective, misplaced or missing passive components 73 1.5%
Unknown 140 2.9%
Total 4800 100.0%
Multiple counting occurs. The numbers are biased by the ‘unknown’ entry, which
refers to FECs that fail the test but still have to be debugged/repaired, as the FECs
with most obvious errors were repaired ﬁrst.
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Fig. 31. Relative change of the drift velocity with temperature as a function of the
drift ﬁeld for the binary mixture Ne–CO2 in proportion 90–10 [34,35].
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compensation of temperature gradients.
5.3. Principle of underpressure cooling
The principle of underpressure cooling [37] is depicted in
Fig. 32. The cooling-liquid circuit is a closed circuit, which allows
to operate all or part of the cooling lines below atmospheric
pressure. The cooling-liquid tank is kept at underpressure, which,
by the proper choice of length and diameter of the return pipes
and of the circulation-pump output pressure, ensures that the
water pressure inside the detector is below atmospheric pressure.
This has the obvious advantage of an active protection against the
occurrence of leaks.
In our case, the space constraints due to the extremely dense
front-end readout does not allow space-consuming high-pressure
certiﬁed ﬁttings. Therefore, we chose simple silicon hoses without
any special lock mechanism to couple to the copper tube of the
card cooling envelope (see Section 5.4.1). Though the connection
between the silicon hose and the copper tube has been tested to
hold overpressure of 2.5bar over an extended period (24h), it is
mechanically fragile, e.g., against tears or cuts. These considera-
tions led us to the choice of the sub-atmospheric ‘leakless’
technology for our cooling circuits. In the following paragraphs,
we will give a short description of this, a more detailed
description can be found in Ref. [37].
An apparent disadvantage of the sub-atmospheric ‘leakless’
technology is the limited range of operation ðpo1barÞ. This
implies that the allowed pressure loss, Dploss, in the detector is
rather limited. The situation is further aggravated, in our case, due
to the height difference of about 8m between the highest inlet
and the cooling plant. In addition the height difference between
the inlets of sector 4 and 13 located at the top and bottom of the
TPC, respectively, is 5m. While the input pressure at each inlet
can be adjusted independently via balancing valves, this has not
been foreseen for the return lines. Thus, all detectors ‘see’ a
combination of the reservoir pressure, the hydrostatic pressure
and the pressure loss in the return pipes. This can result in very
low pressure values in some of the return lines, which might
cause cavitation phenomena (see Section 5.6.3).
5.4. TPC cooling plants
The TPC main plant [38], schematically depicted in Fig. 32,
consists of a 1200l reservoir, large enough to buffer most of the
water in the installation, a pump, a heat exchanger connected to
the CERN mixed water network, a supply manifold and a
return manifold. A total of 48 circuits are connected on these
manifolds. All 48 circuits can be temperature and ﬂow adjusted.
Temperature regulation is done via individual heaters on the
supply manifold. These heaters are controlled via a Proportional–
Integral-Derivative (PID) controller using a temperature sensor
immediately downstream of the heater as a feedback signal. The
precision of the regulation is 0.1K. The effective power of the
heaters is  3kW, which allows a temperature swing of about 2K
at a ﬂow of 20l/min. To allow a larger ﬂow and/or temperature
swing for the chamber body, the heaters for these loops were
upgraded to 10kW (see Sections 5.5 and 5.6).
Flow adjustment was done manually by adjusting valves
during the commissioning of the system, in order to ensure that
all circuits got the right ﬂow despite of the varying pipe lengths
and heights between the plant and the detector. The pressure at
the inlet of the reservoir is controlled by a so-called back-pressure
valve. This valve had not been foreseen in the original design of
the plant. However, during commissioning (see Section 5.6) the
necessity of being able to vary the return line pressure became
evident. A PID controller adjusts the pump speed via a frequency
inverter in order to keep a constant pressure in the supply
manifold independent of the number of circuits in service.
Another PID controller adjusts the ﬂow of mixed water via a
3-way valve in order to maintain a constant temperature at the
heat-exchanger outlet. All regulation loops and the plant control
is done by a Programmable Logical Controller (PLC). A compre-
hensive description of the TPC cooling plant, its operational
parameters as well as the alarm handling is presented in Ref. [38].
A conceptually similar, but much smaller plant (Vreservoir¼80l)
is used for the resistor-rod cooling. It has, in addition, an ion-
exchanger ﬁlter to purify the circulation water. The conductivity
of both the supply and return water is measured. An alarm is
raised if its value exceeds a threshold value. For this plant the
pressure of the four return lines was adjusted individually by
introducing ﬁxed restrictions. They compensate the different
pressure drops in the return lines due to the hydrostatic pressure
given by the different height of the resistor rods.
5.4.1. Cooling circuits
A schematic overview of the different cooling units of the TPC,
consisting of circuits to remove the heat produced by (i) the front-
end electronics, bus bars and resistor rod and (ii) screens to deﬁne
iso-thermal surfaces, is shown in Fig. 33.
Cooling and temperature stabilization of the TPC is provided
via 60 individual loops which are supplied by three different
cooling plants. The main TPC cooling plant supplies:
  2 18 loops for the front-end electronics cooling at the A- and
C-side, respectively;
Ptank
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Fig. 32. Principle of underpressure operation.
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each side furnish the top and bottom half of the bus bars and
covers, respectively;
  2 2 loops for the chamber body cooling. The two loops at
each side supply the top and bottom half of the chamber
bodies, respectively;
  2 1 loops for the inner thermal screen, which separates the
TPC from the ITS services. Each of the loops is split after the
balancing valve and supplies the upper and lower manifold of
the screen panel; and
  1 loop supplies the resistor-rod heat exchanger.
Another plant, the resistor rod-cooling plant, supplies the 2 2
loops for the resistor-rod cooling. On each side of the TPC, the
inner and the outer resistor rods have their own cooling circuits. A
separate plant for the resistor-rod cooling is needed because of
the special demand on the purity of the cooling water.
The outer thermal screen, decoupling the TPC and the TRD
thermally, is supplied by nine independent cooling circuits. The
Al-panels of the screen require deionized water, which is provided
by the TRD cooling plant.
All loops of the main TPC plant are independent from each
other in the sense that the ﬂow and the temperature (within
limits) can be regulated independently. The resistor-rod lines
have a common temperature set point and individual ﬂow
regulation via balancing valves. The outer thermal-screen panels
are supplied by a common temperature water ﬂow. Regulation,
e.g. between top and bottom panels, is possible only via different
water ﬂow settings.
FEC and Al-body cooling: Cooling to the FECs is provided
sector by sector. As shown in Fig. 34 (top), six FECs are
grouped together and are connected to the sector manifold. It
has been estimated [38] that a ﬂow of about 0.5l/min per group
of six FECs, i.e. 10l/min in total per sector, is sufﬁcient to cool the
electronics. A photograph of the FEC and its cooling envelope is
shown in Fig. 34 (bottom); the copper envelope is ﬂipped
open and exhibits the FEC inside. As can be seen, a 5mm copper
tube for the cooling water is soldered to one of the copper
plates. The two plates are held together via six screws, which at
the same time serve as heat bridges between the two plates. The
main heat load of the FECs is taken up by the cooled copper
envelopes. However, to stabilize the temperature and to absorb
residual heat transfer, e.g., by the Kapton cables, auxiliary cooling
circuits have been integrated into the Al-body of the chambers
(see Section 3).
The busbars, supplying the low voltage to the FEC, run along
the spokes of the service support wheel. To remove the resistive
heat of the busbars, additional, water-cooled copper bars, which
are in thermal contact with the busbars, are integrated into the
service support wheel spokes. The busbars and the TPC covers are
supplied by the same manifold.
Thermal screens. The TPC vessel is, to a certain extent, shielded
against outside heat sources or temperature variations by thermal
screens. Fig. 35 (right) shows an example of one of the outer
heat-screen panels, which is located between TPC and TRD.
The panels are installed into the space frame structure, which
also deﬁnes the size of an individual panel. The outer heat screen
design follows the space frame structure, i.e. 18 ‘super-panels’
in j are subdivided into ﬁve basic panels in z-direction. A design
restriction for the panel was the required short radiation length,
which led to the choice of 0.5mm thick Al-sheets and Al-tubes
of 10mm outer and 6mm inner diameter, respectively. The
corresponding average radiation length X/X0 is  1:2%. The upper
nine super-panels are supplied by six loops (two loops per three
sectors), the lower panels are supplied by three loops (one loop
per three sectors).
The inner thermal screen shields against the heat of the ITS
services. It does not cover the central drum of the TPC and is
hence outside of the acceptance of the TRD. On each side of the
TPC the screen consists of 12 double-wall stainless steel panels.
An example of a panel is show in Fig. 35 (left).
A third thermal screen is deﬁned by the IROC and OROC
covers: each readout chamber is covered by a 1mm thick copper
sheet, onto which 3 1mm cooling coils are soldered. The covers
are ﬁxed to the service support wheel.
Resistor rod cooling: Though not large in quantity (4 8W), the
heat produced by the ﬁeld-cage resistor chains is dissipated
directly into the ﬁducial volume of the TPC. To avoid this direct
bus bar
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inner thermal
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outer thermal
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FEC & AI-body
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cover cooling cover cooling
Fig. 33. Schematic view of the various TPC cooling elements.
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Fig. 34. Photograph of a FEC with its cooling envelope. The top part of the ﬁgure
shows a sketch of the routing of the cooling pipes connecting six FECs.
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introduced. A schematic drawing is shown in Fig. 36. The
cooling of the 166 pairs of 15MO resistors is provided by water
ﬂowing through ceramic tubes of 9mm outer and 3mm inner
diameter, respectively. Copper plates serve both as heat bridges to
transfer the heat from the resistors to the ceramic tubes and as
terminal for the ﬁeld strips. To avoid electrical breakthrough
between the high-voltage terminal connecting to the central
membrane and the cooling water, the water column is at 100kV
and ground potential at the two ends of the ceramic tube,
respectively. This requires ultra-pure water with a resistivity
close to 18MOm in order to keep the current through the water
around 3mA. This value is sufﬁciently small compared to the
resistor rod current of nominally 80:05mA at 100kV.
The water ﬂow through each of the four resistor-rod cooling
tubes is only about 0.5l/min, which, however, corresponds to
an almost 15-fold volume exchange per minute of the ceramic
cooling tubes. This relatively small ﬂow requires that the
temperature of the cooling water is deﬁned precisely at the
TPC: owing to the long distance from the cooling plant to the TPC
the water with this small amount of ﬂow is likely to pick up the
ambient temperature on its way to the TPC, which might be
variable and different from the desired gas operating tempera-
ture. We have therefore installed four heat exchangers at the
input of each of the resistor rod cooling tubes. The primary heat-
exchanger circuit is supplied with a high ﬂow ð410l=minÞ and is
thus largely insensitive to ambient temperature changes.
5.5. Cooling strategy
The stringent requirement on the TPC temperature stability
and homogeneity necessitate an elaborate cooling approach. The
strategy to stabilize the TPC temperature was validated experi-
mentally in a small test setup and is described in Refs. [39,40].
Basically, it was demonstrated that thermal neutrality of the FECs
can be achieved by ‘undercooling’, i.e. the cooling water is injected
into the FEC cooling loops several degrees below the desired TPC
operating gas temperature. Furthermore, it was shown that the
body cooling loops are required to establish stable equilibrium
values of the gas operating temperature.
5.6. Commissioning of the cooling system
5.6.1. Test with mock-up sectors
The reaction of the leakless plant to the sudden appearance of
a major leak, e.g. the inadvertent removal of a silicon hose with
water circulation on, has been tested employing specially made
mock-up sectors. The two mock-up sectors used have approxi-
mately the same properties as a real sector in terms of silicon-
hose tubing, i.e. the pressure distribution of the water is similar to
a real sector. The most important result of these tests with mock-
up sectors is summarized in Fig. 37: on incidence of a large leak
(e.g., a silicon hose open) at t¼15s the system is able to keep the
detector cooling sub-atmospheric only for a limited time ðo15sÞ.
Thereafter the pressure, measured at the inlet of the detector,
rises above atmospheric pressure and water spills out. The reason
the system goes beyond 1000mbar is due to the fact that air
bubbles sucked into the system clog the return line, increasing the
resistance for the water ﬂow. Therefore, we have installed
pressure sensors at all inlets. The data from the pressure
sensors are fed to a dedicated PLC, which, on detecting a
pressure value higher than a preset value, sends a signal to the
PLC of the cooling plant upon which the plant circulations is
stopped, water is collected in the tank and underpressure is re-
established in all loops.
5.6.2. Startup procedures and operation
At the very beginning of the cooling-system commissioning it
was found that water circulation in many loops could not be
established without violating the paradigm of the sub-atmo-
spheric cooling, i.e. that the pressure in the detector should not
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Fig. 36. Schematic overview of a resistor-rod cooling loop.
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back to the routing of both the supply and return lines which
were laid out with siphons. In a tube with an air-water mixture, as
it exists during the startup of the plant when the tubes are
initially air-ﬁlled, any siphon reduces the over- or underpressure
relative to atmospheric. Hence, in the presence of many or large
siphons the limited pressure range of an under-pressure system is
not sufﬁcient to start the circulation, i.e. to overcome the initial
hydrostatic pressure imbalance. Only a careful rerouting of the
supply and return lines avoiding siphons a much as possible
ﬁnally allowed startup of the circulation in all loops. In addition,
many of the loops reach circulation only if the pressure in the tank
is lowered to at least 350mbar.
While the startup requires a tank pressure as low as possible,
once a steady circulation has been established the pressure in the
tank can be raised to 550mbar or higher. The necessity to raise
the tank pressure to a level of at least 550mbar is discussed below
in Section 5.6.3. During the commissioning runs in 2008/9 the
cooling systems for resistor rods and FECs have been in operation
over an extended period (several month) without problems.
5.6.3. Cavitation problem
As already mentioned above, a low value of the reservoir
pressure (350mbar), together with a large negative hydrostatic
pressure difference (850mbar for the highest sectors) in the
return line, gives, by calculation, negative pressure values which
produce instabilities. Physically, this leads to turbulences in the
return line and to a phenomenon called cavitation. Cavitation is
deﬁned as the phenomenon of formation of vapor bubbles of a
ﬂowing liquid in a region where the pressure of the liquid falls
below its vapor pressure (23mbar at 221C). The collapsing
bubbles produce shock waves, which might be strong enough to
entail signiﬁcant damage. In fact, at low-pressure operation a
‘knocking’ noise had been observed in the return lines. To avoid
possible damage to the tubing the plant has to be operated at tank
pressures above 550mbar, a value at which the dynamic effects
seem to be reduced and audible signs of cavitation cease. To be
able to switch quickly from low- to high-pressure values of the
tank a ‘back-pressure’ valve has been installed at the inlet of the
reservoir which regulates the pressure in the return lines.
For the resistor-rod cooling plant, cavitation constitutes a
particularly severe problem owing to the ceramic cooling tubes
which are inside the TPC gas volume. Individually adjusted
restrictions, introduced in the return lines, raise the pressure to
a level above the cavitation threat. To control the pressure
distribution in the ceramic tubes, pressure sensors were installed
both at the inlet and outlet of the resistor-rod cooling tubes.
5.7. Temperature monitoring system
To monitor the temperature distribution of the TPC, 496
PT1000 sensors are mounted both inside and outside of the gas
volume of the TPC. In addition to sensors covering the outside of
the Inner and Outer Field Cage containment vessels, several
sensors are mounted onto each IROC and OROC. For each sector,
sensors measure the cooling water inlet and outlet temperature.
Several sensors (2 18) are attached to a circular skirt inside the
gas volume. Additional temperature sensors on the front-end
electronic cards (one sensor for each of the 4356 FECs) complete
the monitoring system. A comprehensive description of the
temperature monitoring system including the sensors’ positions,
its calibration and its readout system is given in Ref. [41].
5.7.1. Temperature proﬁle and homogenization
Fig. 38 shows the temperatures as measured with the skirt
sensors, which are located inside the gas volume, as a function of
time. The temperature data were taken during the detector
commissioning run in fall 2008. The plot demonstrates the
sensitivity of the TPC gas volume to the heat load from other
detectors. During the beginning of the measurement period the
TOF detector, surrounding the TPC, had been continuously
running. Later it was switched off each night for 8h. The
inﬂuence on the temperature inside the TPC is clearly visible by
temperature excursions of the order of 0.2K. Even though the
TOF detector has been on for 2
3 of the day no stable temperature
(i.e. equilibrium) is reached. Measurements have shown that the
temperature relaxation times are of the order of 16h due to the
large mass involved.
The histogram of the skirt temperature sensor distribution is
shown in Fig. 39. The temperatures were sampled over a period of
24h with stable environmental conditions. The RMS value of the
histogram is below 50mK showing that the desired temperature
homogenization of the TPC gas volume below 0.1K is within reach.
Fig. 37. Pressure as function of time after a forced leak at t¼15s in one sector. The
occurrence of the leak results in a short, immediate pressure spike at which,
however, no water is spilled. This appears only after about 10s, when the pressure
raises permanently above atmospheric.
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Fig. 38. Temperatures measured with the skirt PT1000 sensors as a function of
time. Each of the curves represents one of the skirt sensors.
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represent the x y gradient close to the readout plane. The optimi-
zation of the distribution close to the sectors is comparatively
straightforward: it involves the proper ‘overcooling’ of the readout
cards and a slight top–bottom difference in the chamber body
cooling. The feedback information from the sensors, both on the
readout chamber and on the skirts, is relatively fast, i.e. within
several hours an equilibrium value is established. The temperature
homogenization over the full TPC volume via ﬂow and temperature
adjustment of the thermal screens is considerably more involved:
since the sensors are outside of the TPC vessel and are, in addition,
insulated from the gas volume by the CO2 volume they thus reveal
limited information about the temperature inside the TPC. A better
understanding of the gradients over the full TPC volume requires an
analysis of straight, laser induced tracks (see Section 7).
Above we have described a complex cooling and temperature
homogenization system, which involved altogether 60 individual,
adjustable cooling circuits. Conceptually, the circuits have the
tasks, to remove heat, i.e. cool the front-end electronics, and to
deﬁne iso-thermal surfaces around the TPC in order to provide an
as much as possible gradient-free gas volume. Overall, we have
been able to reduce the temperature gradients inside the TPC to a
RMS o0:05 3C, as it is required for a full exploitation of the TPC
internal position resolution.
6. Gas and gas system
The TPC is essentially a 90m
3 volume ﬁlled with gas, where
the gas is the detecting medium. The detector performance
depends crucially on the gas choice, stability and quality, since
these inﬂuence the charge transport in the drift volume and the
ampliﬁcation processes in the readout chambers. The choice of
the gas composition is constrained by a set of performance
requirements and boundary conditions, and in turn the selected
gas mixture determines the performance of the detector and
conditions various aspects of its design, from the shaping time of
the front-end electronics to the temperature uniformity of the gas
in the detector. In particular, the gas system is designed to fulﬁll
the requirements derived from the gas choice and the expected
performance of the detector. In the next section we discuss the
selection procedure that led to the choice of a Ne–CO2–N2 gas
mixture and the implications of this choice. We then describe the
gas system that injects, circulates and cleans this gas.
6.1. Gas choice
The selection of both the noble gas and the quencher was
made by a process of elimination rather than choosing the gas by
its merits. Between Ar and Ne, the former, although providing
larger primary statistics, was discarded because of material-
budget considerations and a slow ion mobility. In particular,
Argon would substantially enhance space-charge effects in the
drift volume of the TPC due to its relatively slow ion drift velocity.
As far as the quencher is concerned, hydrocarbons were excluded
due to aging considerations (Malter currents would set in after
about 1 year of operation with heavy-ion beams). CF4,o nt h e
other hand, presented many concerns with material compatibility
at the time of the system design. Therefore, CO2 was chosen. Since
the maximum drift ﬁeld in the ﬁeld cage was designed to be
400V/cm, and the maximum drift time 94ms, the composition
results in 10% CO2 in Ne [42]. During the prototyping phase, a
further 5% of N2 was added to the mixture [43]. This addition
reduces the drift velocity at the nominal ﬁeld by about 5%, but it
provides a more stable operation of the readout chambers at high
gain. This also eliminates the problem that N2 could build up in
the gas due to small leaks. The changing nitrogen content would
then affect the detector performance since it cannot be removed
by the cleaning agents of the gas system. Excited states of neon
have energies around 17eV, for which the quenching capabilities
of CO2 are poor. More CO2 in the mixture would rapidly decrease
the drift velocity. N2, on the other hand, presents a slightly higher
ionization cross-section at these energies and so helps to quench
the Ne, and affects the drift velocity modestly. The resulting
mixture is also less sensitive to the exact composition. The slow
proton production due to neutron bombardment of N2 molecules
has been shown in simulations to be reasonably small. The main
implication of the choice of a Ne–CO2–N2 gas mixture for the gas
system is the necessity of monitoring and controlling a ternary
mixture. Fig. 40 shows the drift velocity and the longitudinal and
transverse diffusion coefﬁcients calculated with Magboltz [44,45],
as a function of the electric ﬁeld for the mixtures with and
without N2. In both cases, the drift velocity is not saturated at the
nominal ﬁeld, thus making it very sensitive to gas density
ﬂuctuations and to the exact electric ﬁeld.
6.1.1. Implications of the gas choice
Fig. 41 shows the drift velocity dependence on temperature at
400V/cm. To achieve a position resolution of order 200mm [3],
the necessary temperature uniformity in the drift volume is
0.1K, a stringent requirement which drives the cooling strategy
(see Section 5). The ﬂuctuations due to ambient pressure
variations, which are followed by the pressure regulation of the
gas system, are corrected for.
In addition, the drift velocity changes by  6.4% per % change
in CO2 concentration and by  1% per % in N2, while the gain
dependence is 15% per % change in CO2 and 6% per % change in N2.
To keep the drift velocity constant at the 10
 4 level it would be
necessary to control the CO2 concentration to better than 0.01%,
which is beyond the precision of current mass-ﬂow controllers.
Therefore, in addition to the laser system (see Section 7), the gas
system is equipped with diagnostic tools to measure the gas
composition: a gas chromatograph with a thermal conductivity
detector and a high precision drift velocity monitor.
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Fig. 39. Temperatures distribution measured with the skirt PT1000 sensors.
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enhanced in the presence of CO2, reaching 400bar
 2ms 1. This
is because negatively ionized excited oxygen molecules rapidly
decay into the ground ionic state by energy-transfer collisions
with CO2 molecules. An electron drifting over 2.5m in this gas,
contaminated with 5ppm O2, has a 25% chance to get attached.
Therefore, besides the tightness of the detector itself, the gas
system and pipe work must be certiﬁed to be leak free, and
provisions to remove oxygen from the gas are necessary. This
issue, combined with the large volume of the system, also
determines the total gas ﬂow through the detector. A reasonable
choice is to ﬂush the detector volume at a rate close to 5 times a
day. The oxygen contamination is monitored by constantly
sampling the gas with an oxygen analyzer. The water content
and the CO2 concentration are also analyzed with appropriate
sensors in the same chain.
Finally, since neon is a high cost gas, a CO2 absorber system is
implemented in the gas system, so that the ﬁlling of the detector
with the mixture can be done at no waste of the main gas, as
explained below.
In addition, the gas is humidiﬁed, in a controlled way, with
50ppm of water vapor, in order to avoid charging up of insulators
near the wires of the readout chambers. Other than decreasing
the drift velocity by 0.16%, the effect on the gas properties is
negligible.
6.2. Description of the gas system
Most of the gas systems and control programs of the LHC
experiments are designed and built under a common modular
scheme coordinated by CERN infrastructure groups. Each function
of the gas system, such as the gas mixing, the circulation, the
cleaning, the analysis, etc., is integrated into a logical module
which usually corresponds to one or more racks. A Programmable
Logic Controller (PLC) runs the system by executing actions, like
opening a valve, or a sequence of actions, regulating devices
according to set points, like ﬂows or pressures, reacting to alarms,
reading analog and digital values, including Proﬁbus networks,
and publishing information to a user interface. The user interface
[46] allows the operator to change the state of the gas system, for
example from ﬁll to run states, and to act on individual modules
or on single components of the system. It also logs the various
data points into a data base for inspection of trends. A set of
recipes, or conﬁguration ﬁles, speciﬁc for each module, is loaded
into the PLC for determination of set points, limits, regulation
parameters, timers, etc., which the operator can edit and reload at
any time from the user interface.
The racks are distributed in a surface building, in the plug of
the shaft (a shielded platform just above the cavern), and in the
cavern, according to their functions and speciﬁcations.
6.2.1. Conﬁguration
The gas system is a gas circulation loop with injection,
distribution, regulation and other tasks distributed in modules
located at different elevations in the ALICE hall (see Fig. 42). The
functionality of the loop is schematically depicted in Fig. 43. Gas is
circulated through the detector by a compressor module, which
extracts the gas from the TPC and ﬁlls a high-pressure buffer
volume for gas storage. A regulated bypass proportional valve (B in
the ﬁgure) re-injects part of the compressed gas back into the
compressor inlet, as part of a feedback loop to regulate the
pressure inside the TPC. This valve is driven by a pressure sensor
installed at the detector. which determines the operating pressure
set point with respect to atmosphere. The TPC overpressure is thus
regulated to 0.4mbar. The high-pressure buffer, a 1m
3 tank at
2–4bar overpressure, stores gas that can be delivered to the
detector in case of an increase of the atmospheric pressure, or can
accept gas from the detector when the ambient pressure decreases.
Fig. 40. Drift velocity (top) and longitudinal and transverse diffusion coefﬁcients
(bottom) as a function of the electric ﬁeld for the Ne–CO2 (dashed lines) and the
Ne–CO2–N2 (solid lines) mixtures calculated with Magboltz at 750Torr and 201C.
While the diffusion coefﬁcients do not change with the addition of N2, the drift
velocity decreases by 5% at the nominal ﬁeld of 400V/cm.
Fig. 41. Dependence of the drift velocity of the ternary mixture on the
temperature as calculated with the Magboltz simulation package at 400V/cm
and 750Torr.
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system mode, ﬂows through several modules, located on the
surface, or is directly vented out through a back-pressure
regulator (V) if the detector is being ﬂushed with CO2 (purge
mode). The puriﬁer, CO2 absorber, the exhaust, the analysis and
the mixer modules are installed on the surface. The mixer can be
programmed to inject a ﬁxed amount of fresh gas into the loop.
Part of the excess gas in the system is exhausted through the
analysis lines (A). The remainder of the excess gas in the loop is
exhausted through a mass-ﬂow controller (E) regulated against
the pressure set-point in the high-pressure buffer. In run mode,
the Cu-catalyzer puriﬁer is activated, so that one of its two
cartridges continuously removes O2 and H2O from the gas. These
cartridges can be regenerated on the spot by a programmed
sequence of purging them with hydrogenated gas and heating
them.
After the gas injection from the mixer into the gas loop, the
pressure is decreased to a fraction of a bar by a high-precision
needle valve (D). The resulting pressure will determine the total
gas ﬂow (from surface to cavern) through the detector, whose
pressure is ﬁxed by the compressor module. This conﬁguration
allow for independent settings of the detector pressure and the
gas ﬂow, a feature of closed-loop gas systems.
6.2.2. On-detector distribution
A ﬁnal module, the distribution module, is located in the
cavern. Here the detector inlet and outlet are distributed and
collected. Since the gas is distributed into the drift volume
through the strip-holding rods, the inlet and outlet gas pipes have
to reach both endplates. For mechanical and access reasons, each
gas pipe is split into two in order to service the top and bottom
halves of each endplate. Finally, a set of eight half-circular
manifolds is installed at the inner and outer rims of the service
support wheels to service the rods through ﬂexible bellows. The
diameter and length of these bellows are adjusted to tune the
fraction of gas ﬂow for each rod, such that special rods like the HV
cable rod, the laser mirror rods and the resistor rods receive a
limited ﬂow. In this manner, the gas ﬂows radially from the inner
to the outer ﬁeld cage vessels, and the ﬂow is uniform in the
z-direction. Therefore, there is no force on the central electrode.
The distribution module also holds a single-pass gas system to
supply CO2 to the two insulating volumes surrounding the ﬁeld
cage. The ﬂow in this case is in the z-direction, and the gas is
exhausted through an extraction system coupled to bubblers
installed in the distribution rack.
6.2.3. Filling
Before injecting neon, the detector is ﬂushed with CO2 and the
return gas is exhausted through the V back-pressure regulator in
the high-pressure area (purge mode). Once the air contamination
is at the trace level, ﬁlling with Ne starts. In this ﬁll mode, the gas
is made to recirculate in the loop by switching the three-way
valve T (see Fig. 43). Pure neon is injected from the mixer as
cartridges ﬁlled with molecular sieve alternatively trap CO2 and
remove it from the system. The CO2 cartridges are regenerated
after saturation, cooled down and put back into service when
needed. A thermal conductivity CO2 analyzer and a gas chroma-
tograph are used to measure the composition. The last step is to
inject a ﬁxed amount of N2 in order to establish the ﬁnal
composition.
6.2.4. Running
Once the ﬁnal mixture has been blended, the system is
switched to run mode. The high pressure is regulated within
precise limits according to the ambient pressure ﬂuctuations. A
Fig. 42. Schematic view of the distribution of the various modules of the TPC gas
system on the surface, on the plug (a platform in the shaft of the experiment, just
above the cavern) and in the cavern.
Fig. 43. Simpliﬁed diagram of the gas system loop, showing its main modules and
some of the main elements used for operating and regulating the system in various
modes. Bold lines indicate gas pipes that operate at high pressure (about 3bar).
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the excess gas is vented out.
The puriﬁer is activated during normal operation in order to
clean residual water and oxygen from the gas. After the gas is
decompressed at the surface, a bypass in the gas stream may be
used to introduce a Rubidium source, which releases gaseous
83Kr
isotopes into the gas for detector calibration purposes.
6.2.5. Back-up system
A set of alarms ensures that the system does not produce
conditions which are dangerous for the detector integrity, in which
case the system stops, i.e. the compressor stops and the high
pressures are isolated from the detector via pneumatic valves. The
ultimate safety of the detector for excessive over- or under-
pressures is a paraphine oil-bubbler directly connected at the
endplate of the TPC. This bubbler has been designed to produce
small bubbles and leaves ample space for gas to be exhausted or air
to be injected, depending on the pressure conditions. If the system
was stopped for a long time, inevitably air would enter the detector
through the safety bubbler when the atmospheric pressure
increases. In order to avoid this situation, a back-up supply of gas
is put in place as shown in Fig. 43. Premixed gas ﬂows through a
line connected to the TPC as soon as the power fails or the system
goes to stop mode. This line is equipped with a pressure regulator
tuned such that if the pressure in the detector decreases, the
differential pressure that the regulator sees increases and therefore
opens to the gas stream. The back-up system is located on the
platform just above the cavern (i.e. on the plug).
6.2.6. Analysis
An analysis module at the surface is connected to various high-
pressure points of the system (points A in Fig. 43) through a
pressure reducer. The gas to be sampled is extracted from the
high-pressure buffer, clean gas from a point after the puriﬁer
module, and fresh gas from the mixer outlet. The analysis module
has two single-pass lines (i.e., the outlet gas is vented out). One of
them contains the CO2, the H2O, and the O2 analyzers, which
operate at a ﬂow rate of a few l/h. The user interface allows the
operator to deﬁne which lines to sample and for how long, in a
periodic way. The second line contains a drift velocity monitor
which also provides a means of calculating the gas composition by
measuring, in addition, a gas ampliﬁcation factor.
Another line from the gas system is connected to a gas
chromatograph through a manual valve. The instrument is
equipped with a so-called tandem capillary column which allows
for separation of the three gases of the gas mixture as well as the
rest of gases that compose the air. The detection of the efﬂuents is
carried out by a thermal conductivity cell. In this way, the gas
composition and the air contamination can be measured. Fig. 44
shows the CO2 and N2 concentrations as a function of time as
measured with the chromatograph over one year.
7. Laser system
Precise reconstruction of particle tracks in the TPC requires a
thorough understanding of the drift velocity and any inhomo-
geneities in the drift ﬁeld. A non-uniform electron drift can be
caused by mechanical or electrical imperfections in the ﬁeld cage
and readout chambers, whereas deviations of the electron drift
from the ideal paths inside the gas volume are caused by
temperature variations, relative misalignment of the electrical
and magnetic ﬁelds (E B effects) and local variations of the
electric ﬁeld from moving charges (space-charge effects).
To calibrate the drift ﬁeld parameters against a known
standard, a laser calibration system was built, using a large
number of narrow ultraviolet rays at predeﬁned positions inside
the drift volume to generate tracks. The system was designed to
make fast and accurate measurements of time varying drift
velocities. It will run every half hour interspersed between
physics events to measure the drift velocity and assess space
charge effects. The laser system was used extensively during the
detector commissioning for testing of the electronics and the
alignment of the readout chambers and central electrode.
Many features of the ALICE laser calibration system follow the
system built and operated by the STAR experiment at RHIC
[47,48].
7.1. Requirements
The goal is to measure distortions in the TPC drift ﬁeld with a
relative error of 5 10
 4. Narrow beams of pulsed UV laser light
can be used to generate tracks in the active volume of the TPC. If
the track positions are well known by construction, they can be
used to calibrate the electron drift velocity. For a comprehensive
review of the use of lasers in gaseous detectors, see Ref. [49].
To measure the drift velocity on a single event basis to the
required precision, the position of the tracks must be known to a
spatial resolution of srj  800mm and sz  1000mm and the
individual laser tracks have comparable transverse dimensions.
The stability of their position must be assured at the same level.
The nature of the laser tracks assures that the tracks are always
straight lines.
We use pulsed monochromatic laser beams of 266nm wave-
length ðE¼ hn¼ 4:66eVÞ and  5ns pulse duration with approxi-
mately Gaussian cross-section with s  400mm. The ionization in
the gas volume along the laser path occurs via two photon
absorption by organic impurities with ionization potentials in the
range 5–8eV. The molecules of the pure Ne–CO2–N2 drift gas have
ionization potentials above 10eV and are not ionized by the laser.
Because the ionization process is mostly a result of gas
impurities, it is difﬁcult to determine the necessary beam
intensity a priori. Experience from this and other experiments
show that energy densities of approximately 20mJ=mm2 for a 5ns
pulse at 266nm wavelength are sufﬁcient to obtain an ionization
corresponding to several minimum ionizing particles. We de-
signed our system to have up to 40mJ=mm2 per pulse.
The aim is to measure the response of the TPC to several
hundred laser tracks generated simultaneously throughout the
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Fig. 44. CO2 and N2 contents in the TPC during 2008, as measured with a gas
chromatograph.
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generated in special calibration runs or interspersed between
physics events. To obtain the best precision of the measured
tracks, the preferred geometry is one where the tracks have
constant drift times and are perpendicular to the wires. For this
conﬁguration, clusters are smallest and the electronics and
reconstruction programs give the best possible single point
resolution. Simultaneously, a extensive coverage of the full
drift volume is desired. This led us to provide tracks in planes
at constant z, of which some radiate with approximately constant
j. Tracks generated at different z throughout the drift volume
allow easy determination of drift velocities from single laser
events.
Most metallic surfaces have work functions below 4.66eV and
emit electrons by photoelectric effect when hit by UV light above
this energy. Being a ﬁrst order effect in the light intensity, a
considerable amount of low energy electrons are seen from the
diffusely scattered, time correlated UV light produced by reﬂec-
tions. The signal from the aluminum surface of the central
electrode is used to give a precise picture at the maximum drift
time across the electrode.
7.2. System overview
The idea of generating hundreds of narrow laser beams
simultaneously was developed for the STAR experiment and
was modiﬁed appropriately for ALICE. The basic principle is that
the narrow beams are generated very close to the drift volume by
optics in a mechanically very stable conﬁguration. Fig. 45 shows a
sketch of the principle.
A commercial laser outside the TPC generates an energetic
pulsed beam of UV light with 25mm diameter and very low
divergence. Through an optical system of semitransparent beam
splitters, mirrors and bending prisms, this wide beam is split in
several lower intensity beams and guided into the TPC at different
entry points through quartz windows. The wide beams travel
along the inside of the hollow outer rods of the ﬁeld cage, used for
holding the mylar strips that deﬁne the electric ﬁeld. Inside the
rods, the wide beams are intersected by a number of very small
mirrors (1mm diameter) that each deﬂect a small part of the wide
laser beam into the TPC drift volume. The dimensions, points of
origin and directions of the narrow beams are given by the size,
positions and angles of the micromirrors and only to a very minor
degree by the parameters of the wide beam. The micromirrors are
grouped in small bundles and placed along the length of the rod
so that they do not shadow each other. The undeﬂected part of the
wide beam is used for position and intensity monitoring by
cameras placed at the far end of the rod. All elements of the
optical guidance and splitting system are static, except for a few
remotely controllable mirrors used to ﬁne tune the beam path.
Six rods in each half of the TPC were equipped with four
micromirror bundles each. Each mirror bundle contains seven
small mirrors. The wide beam originates from one laser for each
TPC half and is split and guided into the six rods. The two lasers
are synchronized to provide simultaneous laser pulses in the full
TPC, thus resulting in a total of 336 simultaneous narrow laser
rays in the TPC volume. It is also possible to operate the system
with just one laser for the full TPC using an additional beam-
splitter near the laser.
7.3. Optical system
7.3.1. UV lasers
Energetic pulsed laser light in the UV region is obtained from a
Nd:YAG laser ðl ¼1064nmÞ equipped with two frequency
doublers, generating pulses of UV light of 266nm wavelength.
The same kind of laser was used for the STAR experiment at RHIC
[48], and also in NA49 [7] and CERES/NA45 [50] at the CERN SPS
and ALEPH [51] at LEP. The typical beam diameter from this kind
of laser is 9–10mm, but our lasers were ﬁtted with telescopes to
expand the beam diameter to about 25mm. The power density of
the narrow beams is given by that of the wide beam inside each
rod. A 40mJ=mm2 density in each of the beams translates into a
requirement of the total energy out of the laser of 100mJ per
pulse.
The laser from one side of the TPC was provided by Spectron
Laser Systems Ltd, model SL805-UPG. Operated in Q-switched
mode, it provides 130mJ/pulse of  5ns duration at 266nm
wavelength and a repetition rate of 10Hz. A computer controlled
tracking system continuously optimizes the orientation of the
second frequency doubling crystal to compensate for temperature
drifts. Built into the laser is a beam expanding telescope to enlarge
the beam diameter to 25mm and reduce the beam divergence to
 0:3mrad. Close to the laser, the beam has a ﬂat intensity proﬁle
across the beam spot which develops smoothly into a Gaussian
proﬁle after 20–30m.
A second laser for the other end of the TPC is a similar
Q-switched Nd:YAG laser from EKSPLA uab, model NL313,
similarly ﬁtted with a computer controlled frequency quadrupling
system and beam expanding telescope. It provides up to 150mJ
pulses at l ¼266nm and 3–5ns duration at 10Hz repetition rate.
After the expander telescope, the 25mm diameter beam also has a
ﬂat top proﬁle and a divergence of o0:5mrad.
The lasers are triggered by a ﬁxed rate 10Hz external clock,
such that their pulses are synchronized to each other and to the
readout clock of the TPC. Both lasers are placed in optically stable
conditions in a hut outside the L3 magnet at z   10m, 2.5m
under the LHC beam line. Together with the actual laser heads and
their power supplies, the hut contains remote adjustable mirrors
to point the wide beams in the correct direction toward the TPC
and remote control electronics for the lasers, monitor cameras
and adjustable mirrors. Each laser beam is deﬂected through a
‘knee’ of one ﬁxed and one adjustable mirror before it exits the
Fig. 45. Schematic 3D view of the TPC and the laser system. Two wide pulsed laser
beams enter horizontally at the bottom of the TPC and are guided around the two
end-caps by mirrors, prisms and beam splitters before entering the TPC. Bundles of
micromirrors in the hollow laser rods intersect the beams and generate a large
number of thin rays in the TPC drift volume. The undeﬂected part of the beams
continue through the monitor rods to cameras at the far end. All elements are ﬁxed
mechanically, except for the remote controllable entrance mirrors at the bottom.
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underground hall.
7.3.2. Laser beam transport system
From the laser hut, the two laser beams are guided to the
entrance windows at the outer radius of the TPC ﬁeld cage by a
system of mirrors, beam splitters and bending prisms, all enclosed
in pipes to ensure personnel safety and stable optical conditions.
Both beams pass through a vertical slit in the L3 magnet. One
beam hits the nearest A-side endplate close to its outer radius,
where a mirror reﬂects it by 901 into a vertical plane parallel to
the TPC endplate. The other beam passes slightly lower, and after
another knee of two 901 reﬂections it enters a tube mounted
below the TPC ﬁeld cage. It continues in a straight line to the far
C-side endplate where another 901 mirror bends it into the
vertical plane parallel to this plate.
Fig. 46 shows an overview of the optical elements in the
guidance system. High quality fused silica is used for all optical
elements and all surfaces are antireﬂection coated for UV
light. Dielectric coatings of the mirrors and beam splitters are
designed to divide the beam intensity evenly between the six
rods. First, a 50% beam splitter directs half of the beam in each
direction around the periphery. Prisms deﬂect the beams by 301
such that each half of the beam passes over the prolongation of
three of the outer TPC rods. At these points, beam splitters at 451
angles direct equal intensity beams into each rod along the z axis
by deﬂecting 33%, 50% of the remaining and   99% of the then
remaining beam through a 901 angle. A small remaining beam is
monitored by a camera and dumped after the last splitter. The
beam paths on the two endplates are virtually identical. By mirror
symmetry they are arranged such that the prolongation of each of
the six laser rods at one TPC end beyond the central electrode
corresponds to a hollow rod (monitor rod) in the opposite end of
the TPC.
All optical elements on the endplates are placed in small boxes.
Each box is ﬁrmly attached to the endplate and the angles of the
optics were ﬁne adjusted manually inside the box after installa-
tion. Fig. 47 shows examples of the mechanics in two such boxes.
A few of the mirrors both in the laser hut and at the entrance to
the endplates are remotely adjustable. Together they deﬁne the
beam vector at the entry point on the two vertical planes parallel
to the endplates. The rest of the beam guidance system is based
on ﬁxed optics, carefully aligned during the construction and
using the endplates as stable mechanical support.
7.3.3. Micromirrors and laser rods
After entering the six laser rods at each end of the TPC through
sealed quartz windows, the wide laser beams travel along the
inside of the rods as illustrated in Fig. 45. They are intersected by
four, roughly equally spaced, micromirror bundles before arriving
at the TPC central electrode. Here, the beam passes through
another sealed quartz window to the hollow rod in the other half
of the TPC and exits at the far end through a third window. At the
far end, the beam position is monitored by a camera before being
dumped.
The generation of narrow beams happens inside the laser rods
by reﬂecting the wide laser beam off micromirrors at a 451
incidence angle. The mirrors were made from short 1mm
diameter quartz ﬁbers, cut at a 451 angle at one end. The resulting
elliptical surface was polished and coated for total reﬂectivity for
266nm light. To increase the number of laser tracks, bundles of
micromirrors were assembled with 7 ﬁbers in a unit which
generate 7 narrow beams when hit by the wide laser beam at the
cut ﬁber ends. The rays spread out from the bundle roughly in a
plane perpendicular to the wide laser beam. The ﬁbers were
rotated along their axis to give predeﬁned azimuthal reﬂection
angles: 2.51, 79.21, 716.01 and 731.81 relative to the direction
towards the TPC axis. The bundles were constructed with a
Fig. 46. Overview of the optical elements to guide the laser beam from the laser to the entrance windows in the TPC ﬁeld cage. The A side system is shown; the C side
system is obtained by mirror symmetry in a vertical plane along the TPC axis.
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each bundle were measured to a precision of 0.05mrad.
Fig. 48 shows the principle of mounting the micromirrors
in the TPC rods. The holders are integrated into aluminum
rings and glued between the polycarbonate tube pieces that
build up the 2.5m long rod. Holes are drilled in the tube to
allow the narrow beams to exit the rod and enter the drift
volume.
Because the position and in particular the mounting angle of
the micromirrors deﬁne the narrow beam positions inside the
drift volume, care was taken to assure the mechanical stability of
the mirror holders. The gluing procedure for these rings
was specially adapted to control the position of the mirror
holders. The angles of the reﬂected beams were measured after
the assembly of the 2.5m long rod. Also, special care was taken to
place the mirror holders close to the rod supports to the outer
ﬁeld cage to minimize movements due to mechanical stresses on
the rods.
7.4. Laser beam characteristics and alignment
7.4.1. Narrow beam characteristics
A narrow ray generated by reﬂection from a circular surface
(as seen along the beam direction) is equivalent to the beam
progressing beyond a screen with a similarly shaped hole. Thus,
the narrow beams in the TPC are approximated by pure Fresnel
diffraction of an inﬁnite planar wave through a circular aperture
of 1mm diameter.
The proﬁle and total energy of the narrow beams, generated by
reﬂection from each of the micromirror bundles, were measured
in the lab. The reﬂected beams were measured by a calibrated
energy meter and imaged with a CCD camera as a function of the
distance, z, from the mirror bundle. The energies did not vary
substantially for different micromirrors and were stable as a
function of time, reﬂecting the quality of the coated surfaces and
the laser. The patterns matched qualitatively what one expects
from Fresnel diffraction and the measured FWHM remains at or
below 1mm up to z¼200cm. For further details, see Ref. [33].
7.4.2. Narrow beam layout
The transverse pattern of the narrow beams in the TPC volume
follows from the micromirror angles given in Section 7.3.3. In
the z-direction, the planes of laser tracks are situated at
z  7115,820,1660,2440mm. When deﬁning the angles and z
positions, we have aimed at generating beams radiating at
constant z that cross-sector boundaries strategically, i.e. at points
where alignment between sectors would beneﬁt the most. We
have also avoided having too many tracks with small angles
relative to the wires of the readout chambers.
Fig. 49 shows the resulting pattern for the beams at a single
position in z. Beams from neighboring laser rods in j are offset by
a few cm in z relative to each other to avoid most of the apparent
Fig. 47. Example of the design of the interior of optics boxes installed on the TPC endplate. The shown boxes contain a 301 bending prism and a beam splitter, respectively.
Fig. 48. Section of a laser rod with a micromirror bundle and its support. An end view of the tube with the position of the four mirror bundles is also shown.
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radiates in ðr,jÞ in a way very similar to tracks from the
interaction point while the other angles were chosen in order to
illuminate all sectors and assure beams that cross-over all sector
boundaries. In this way, we deﬁned a pattern optimized for
testing and sector alignment as well as for drift distortion
measurements. One should note that, although the position of
the beams was measured to a high precision, the production
tolerance of 11 on the angles results in deviations of the shown
paths of up to 40mm near the inner cylinder.
7.4.3. Spatial precision and stability
The TPC calibration would ideally require absolute knowledge
with inﬁnite precision of the spatial position of all laser tracks in
absolute ALICE coordinates. Given the mechanical tolerance, the
best absolute coordinate frame for each half TPC is deﬁned by
the plane of the endplate. All readout chambers and the plane of
the central electrode deﬁning the high voltage surface were
aligned and adjusted relative to the endplates by optical survey.
These surfaces were deﬁned relative to each other during
construction to a precision of approximately 100mm with the
aim of obtaining a relative electric drift ﬁeld error below 5 10
 4.
A ﬁnal precision goal of 80021000mm for space points
translate into matching requirements on spatial coordinates and
angles of the laser systems:
ðDx,Dy,DzÞrð80021000Þmm
ðDy,DjÞrð0:420:5Þmrad:
By far the most important issue in the deﬁnition of the laser
track positions is the placement of the micromirrors, both in (x, y,
z) and in particular in the angles ðy,jÞ. The only other deviation
from the ideal rays that matters is the incidence angle of the wide
laser beam on the micromirrors and this is relatively easy to
measure and keep constant because the optical system has long
lever arms.
Even if small movements of the rods and external beam optics
cannot be excluded during and after the assembly of the TPC,
the stability of the ﬁnished and installed TPC is well below the
requirements.
7.4.4. Construction and surveys
The construction errors of the micromirror bundles were
speciﬁed to be o100mm in the spatial measures and o1
3 in all
reﬂection angles. The critical surfaces were, however, measured to
remain within a 50mm tolerance and all the angles of the reﬂected
beams from the mirror bundles were subsequently measured to a
precision of 0.05mrad. The mechanics of assembly of the rods
assured very precise z position of all the mirror bundles and, after
assembly of the rods, a second measurement of the angles was
performed to a precision of 0.1mrad, using a green laser.
Relative (x, y, z) shifts of micromirrors within a rod during the
installation in the TPC are unlikely. However, the absolute
position of the rods relative to the endplates was not guaranteed
to a precision good enough for the laser system, and the mounting
of mylar strips was seen to cause a small bending of the rods
between the support points and result in small rotations of the
micromirrors, especially in the dip angles. In order to monitor
such shifts, the ðy,jÞ angles of the central micromirror in each
bundle was remeasured by surveying the intersection of the
narrow laser beam with the inner cylinder using the green laser
(see Fig. 49).
The construction of the TPC required the assembly of the ﬁeld
cage while it was standing on ﬁrst one, and then the other end,
before it was ﬁnally turned into its ﬁnal horizontal position.
Changes in the mechanical stresses may have inﬂuenced the
absolute position of the rods. However, the stiffness of the rods
guarantees a continued good relative alignment of the micro-
mirrors in the same rod. In this way, the absolute (x,y,z) of the
micromirrors is known to 1002200mm and the mirror angles
given by the measurements of the rods prior to installation.
Furthermore, the relative angles of the micromirrors, which are
glued together in a bundle, are determined to a precision of
0.1mrad by the lab measurements.
The initial setup of the optics on the endplates needed careful
manual adjustment of all the mirrors and prisms in the system.
Fig. 49. Ideal laser tracks in (r,j) in the TPC drift volume, projected to the endcap. The pattern repeats eight times through the full length of the TPC.
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beam path. Adjustments of the beam paths between the lasers
and the endplates of the TPC must be realigned after interven-
tions, using the remotely adjustable mirrors and cameras.
7.4.5. Online and ofﬂine alignment
Given that the readout chambers and the central electrode
constitute the best aligned surfaces during the TPC construction, it
is an advantage to use these surfaces as references also for the
absolute position of the laser tracks. As mentioned, all metallic
surfaces inside the TPC, which are hit by stray laser light, emit
electrons by the photoelectric effect, synchronously with the laser
pulse. This is in particular the case for the central electrode made
of a stretched aluminized mylar foil. We use these electrons to
image the whole plane at the end of the drift volume. The central
electrode signal is used to calculate the full drift time and its (x, y)
variations and to obtain an online measurement of drift velocity
variations in time. The full 3D map of the drift ﬁeld is obtained in
an ofﬂine alignment procedure where the reconstructed tracks are
used together with all the survey information of relative and
absolute laser beam positions.
Even without the ultimate, absolute precision of all laser
tracks, much can be learned from a few well determined tracks, in
particular if they span a large lever arm in z. Close to the outer TPC
radius, the angular uncertainties of the rays play only a minor
role, and it is possible to obtain a very good drift velocity
measurement near the six rod positions in each half of the TPC.
Furthermore, variations over time are tracked to a very good
accuracy throughout the TPC. An uncertainty in the time variation
of the laser beam positions could come from a possible torsion in
the ﬁeld cage due to variations in the mechanical loads, magnetic
ﬁeld and the external temperature. In stable running conditions,
these effects are minimal.
7.5. Operational aspects
Under the operational conditions of the LHC, it is essential that
all controls and monitoring of the system are done remotely and
the software interfaces are integrated in the Detector Control
System (DCS). The two lasers and the angle adjustable mirrors are
controlled this way. Along the beam path, a number of cameras
are used to look at the laser beam from the control room.
Furthermore, several electronics modules are introduced in the
system. One is used to synchronize the laser pulses to the ALICE
trigger and the TPC readout clock. Another controls various
shutters and apertures that can be inserted into the beam paths
by remote control.
7.5.1. Beam monitoring and steering
The laser heads with their power supplies are equipped with
remote control facilities through RS-232 communication. After
conversion to a network protocol using a Digi terminal server
[52], all controls are transferred to the online computers. Both
lasers use an active feedback system to optimize the frequency
conversion from 532 to 266nm by very slight adjustment of the
angle of the conversion crystal inside the laser head. The
algorithms delivered by the laser manufacturers were improved
and ported to run on the online computers.
Eight mirrors were inserted in the beam paths where they
make 901 bends. They deﬁne the correct alignment of the beams
entering the ﬁeld cage volume. Five of the mirrors are adjustable
by remote control in two angular dimensions. For the A-side laser
beam, one adjustable mirror is placed in the laser hut and another
at the beam intersection point on the TPC endplate. The C-side
laser beam is guided through the knee at the bottom of the TPC by
a third adjustable mirror. The mechanical movement is driven by
the New Focus Picomotors [53] which allow angular steering with
0:7mrad resolution, even in the magnetic ﬁeld. The direction and
quality of the wide laser beams are monitored online by simple
CMOS cameras [54], focused on mat glass screens, on which the
UV pulses are converted to visible (blue) light. The cameras are
interfaced to the computer by coaxial cables and a frame grabber
card [55]. In total, there are 18 cameras in the full system, placed
at the beam entrance points on the endplates, at the end of the
two paths on the periphery of each endplate and ﬁnally at the far
end of the rods, downstream from each laser rod. Fig. 50 shows
the graphical user interface with a display of 16 (out of 18)
cameras and the options for beam steering by the ﬁve adjustable
mirrors. A trained operator can manipulate the few parameters of
the mirrors while observing the images on the cameras, and the
system then remains stable over months. To facilitate the
adjustment of the mirrors, a 3mm aperture can be inserted by
remote control in the middle of each of the wide beams just after
the exit from the laser heads, thus reducing the beam to a thin one
useful as a ‘pointer’.
Finally, two shutters were installed on each laser beam.
One set is internal to the laser head, used as a safety device
to block all light from exiting the head. The other set at the exit
from the laser hut is used in conjunction with the laser
synchronization module (see Section 7.5.2). They operate rapidly
enough to decide on a pulse-by-pulse level whether to block the
pulse or let it pass.
7.5.2. Trigger and synchronization
Optimal thermal stability of the lasers requires that they are
operated at a constant 10Hz pulse rate. Equally important for
good calibration is a good synchronization of the laser pulses to
the TPC readout clock. Furthermore, the system is designed to
take data with laser tracks in various run conﬁgurations, either as
dedicated calibration runs with one or both lasers running at a
ﬁxed 10Hz trigger rate or in a mode where the laser events are
interspersed between physics triggers. A dedicated laser synchro-
nization module was built to handle all trigger and timing
conditions of the laser operation. It is based on the common RCU
module where the optical communication daughter board was
replaced by a dedicated signal driver board. The module provides
programmable timing outputs to control the operation of the
lasers and the shutters, and to interface to the ALICE trigger
system.
Based on the LHC 40MHz clock, the module generates a 10Hz
clock in phase with the TPC readout clock. Each laser is controlled
by signals from the module to trigger their ﬂash lamps and
Q-switches in order to generate laser pulses synchronous to the
10Hz base clock. In case of stand-alone calibration runs, the
trigger module provides an ALICE trigger at the 10Hz base clock
rate. For laser events interspersed between physics triggers, the
module also generates signals at the 10Hz rate to ﬁre the laser
ﬂash lamps and generate a calibration event trigger. If this trigger
is vetoed by the central ALICE trigger system, the laser pulse can
be suppressed by vetoing the Q-switch signal to the lasers for this
event. Otherwise, the generation of a Q-switch signal assures a
timely laser pulse from one or both lasers. During LHC collisions,
we foresee to run in a mode where the lasers are ﬁrst warmed up
at 10Hz with the shutters closed, for as much as 1min until they
are thermally stable. The warm-up is followed by a short burst
(o1min) of laser events interleaved between physics triggers
and a period of about one half hour where the lasers are put
into standby mode, without ﬁring the ﬂash lamps. This burst
mode of operation is handled automatically by the detector
control system and is designed to ensure a laser ﬂashlamp
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(of order one year).
8. Infrastructure and services
The TPC together with the ITS, TRD and TOF detectors of the
‘central barrel’, (see Fig. 1), are mounted in the so-called space
frame (see Ref. [33, Section 8]).
The space frame is supported with four adjustable feet on two
beams traversing the full length of the L3 magnet. The TPC rests
on two rails, located in the median plane, in the central opening of
the space frame. The ITS is suspended on two points in the inner
opening of the TPC. An overall view of the TPC together with the
Service Support Wheels (SSWs), the rails and I-bars (but without
the support for the ITS) is shown in Fig. 51.
The TPC services are organized as follows: the FEE is housed in
the SSWs, which are located on the A and C side at a distance of
about 20cm from the TPC endplates. Connection to the readout
chambers is via ﬂexible Kapton cables. Outgoing services are
routed via the so-called baby frame and back frame on the A and C
side, respectively. These frames are short, about 2m long
extensions of the space frame with nearly the same geometry as
the space frame. They are decoupled mechanically from the space
frame except for the ﬂexible services.
8.1. Moving the TPC
The TPC can be moved on the rail system. This was necessary
during installation, and is foreseen in case of future servicing of
TPC or ITS. When the TPC needs to be moved, the rails are
extended on the A side by transfer rails that are connected to a
support structure with rails outside the L3 magnet. For initial
installation and later servicing of the ITS, the TPC is moved to the
so-called parking position, 4.8m toward the A side. All services,
except the 100kV HV cable and temporary gas connections have
to be removed during movement.
The TPC sits on its rail with 4ft Teﬂon-coated gliders which are
adjustable in x and y.I nFig. 52 the detailed design of a pair of feet
(one for the TPC one for the SSW, see below) with the Teﬂon
padded gliders is shown.
The gliders on the I side have no lateral play, the ones on the O
side have 74mm play. During movement, two of the feet, either
both A or both C side, are supported vertically by coupled
hydraulic jacks, providing effectively a 3-point support and
completely eliminating torsional stress on the ﬁeld cage due to
imperfect parallelism of the rails. The rails were initially, before
loading the space frame with detectors, parallel with a tolerance
of about 0.3mm vertically and about 71mm laterally. At rest, the
feet are ﬁxed with adjustable screws. The procedure of letting two
feet hydraulically ﬂoat is also applied during movement of other
heavy detector components that might lead to a deformation of
the space frame at a level of more than a few tenths of a mm.
The two SSWs are equipped with the same type of gliders.
During movement, the TPC and the two SSWs are coupled by four
Fig. 50. User interface panel for the steering of the laser beams and monitoring by cameras.
Fig. 51. Overall view of the TPC with the SSW, rails and I-bars.
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SSWs, is always moved by (stepwise) pulling with two hydraulic
jacks attached to the feet of a SSW and the rail. In order to limit
the tensional stress of the ﬁeld cage, two steel cords between the
A and C side feet on each rail are pre-tensioned to about 8000N.
The friction coefﬁcient of the system Teﬂon-glider and rail is
about 10%, resulting in a pulling force r8000N on either side,
controlled by the hydraulic pressure. For safety, the hydraulic
pressure is limited.
When moving the TPC, the ITS is disengaged from its ﬁxtures at
the TPC and supported by a temporary second rail system, the ITS
rails. These rails are each attached at the hadron absorber cone (see
Fig. 1) on one end and at a support outside the L3 magnet on the
other end. In between, they have sliding supports at the two TPC
endplates which allows the TPC to move with respect to the ITS. The
ITS rails are removed when the TPC is at the working position.
8.2. Service support wheel
The SSW houses and supports the front electronics and its
services (LV, DCS, DAQ), the manifolds for the various cooling
circuits, and the drift gas manifolds. In Fig. 53 details of the SSW
are shown in a CAD model. In Fig. 54 more details of the
connection between one I-bar and the endplate are shown.
Forces on the endplates and readout chambers are kept to a
minimum. The ﬂexible Kapton cable connections from the front-
end cards to the readout chambers have a maximum play of
75mm. The position of the SSW relative to the respective
endplate has thus to be controlled to much better than this. While
moving, the constant distance is assured by four so-called tie rods
between each SSW and the corresponding endplate, at the angles
of about 451, 1351, 2251 and 3151 at the outer circumference. The
x y position is tuned by adjusting the glider feet vertically and
laterally. In the ﬁnal position, the support of the SSW is
transferred from the tie rods to ﬁxation points on the space
frame and close to the location of the tie rods, minimizing the
forces on the TPC endplates.
The SSW is constructed from 18 essentially identical trapezoi-
dal frames matching the sectors of the endplate and the readout
chambers. In Fig. 55, one frame of the SSW with the holder for the
front-end cards is shown together with an inner and an outer
readout chamber.
In Fig. 56, a close up of the mounting support for the FECs is
given. On the side facing the endplate, front-end-card holders
are attached, adjusted with a precision of about one mm in x y.
The LV services, 12 per sector, are bundled with a cooling circuit
and ﬁxed to one long side of the trapeze. The outer face of each
gliders with
Teflon pads
Fig. 52. Design of the feet to support the TPC and the SSW. The surfaces in contact
with the rails are covered with Teﬂon pads.
cooling circuits:
chamber bodies,
busbar/covers
low voltage
busbars
front-end card
cooling circuits
gas distribution
pipe
patch box
endplate
service support
wheel
Fig. 53. Closeup of the SSW together with the endplate of the TPC cylinder showing some components of the services: cooling lines, gas distribution pipe, a patch box and
low voltage bus bars.
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boxes is mounted near the outer circumference of each SSW
(see below).
In addition to TPC services, the A side SSW has to serve as the
support for ITS services and beam pipe parts. The carriers of the
ITS services, two half cones jutting from the SSW to the ITS, are
each ﬁxed in three points on the inner circumference of the SSW.
Sector 13, pointing downward, carries a framework which
supports a pump and valve of the beam pipe.
In Table 13, an overview of the weights of all components
described in this section is given.
8.3. Low-voltage distribution
The FEE Low-Voltage (LV) system is based on modular, low-
noise, high-efﬁciency switching power supplies (W-IE-NE-R
model PL512 [56]). In each of the 19 water-cooled crates the
modules to supply 2 complete sectors are housed (rated: 2–7V,
2 100A, 2 200A). Remote control by DCS is provided via a
network connection (see Section 9.1.4).
The power supplies are not connected to ground internally.
The ground potential is deﬁned at the level of the front-end cards.
The connection between power supplies and TPC is based on large
cross-section unshielded and uncooled copper cables. Inside each
sector the power is distributed by bus bars running along the
spokes of the SSW. Voltage drops along these bus bars are about
20mV. For the distribution of the LV to the individual FECs 12
small distribution boards are connected by screws to the busbars.
Up to 15 FECs are supplied by one distribution board. To buffer
Fig. 54. Details of the connection between I-bar and endplate.
Fig. 55. One frame of the SSW together with the holders for the FECs and the wire
chambers. For clarity only a few front-end cards are shown.
front-end card
Kapton cables
Fig. 56. Construction detail of the holder mechanics for the FECs. The six Kapton
cables connecting to the wire chambers are also shown.
Table 13
Weights of all components described in this section.
Item Weight (kg) Units Full TPC (kg)
Field cage
Field cage w/o ROC 6000 1 6000
IROC 15 36 540
OROC 40 36 1440
ROC total 1980
Inner cooling panels 100
Gliders 80 4 320
I-bars C side 100 2 200
Total ﬁeld cage 8600
SSW
SSW frame alone 570 2 1140
Frontend cards 0.56 4356 2440
RCU 0.5 216 110
Backplanes per sector 4 36 144
Frontend card supports per sector 18 36 648
Services per sector 14 36 504
Cooling covers 9 36 324
Gliders 80 4 320
Total per SSW 2800 2 5600
TPC total 14200
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could occur when the supply lines are interrupted, large
capacitors of 10mF each are mounted on the distribution boards.
In addition smaller capacitors of 2:2mF for the suppression of HF
noise are also mounted. The sense lines of the power supplies are
connected to these local bus bars and a dynamic regulation
always ensures the correct voltages at the front-end cards. An
overview of the parameters of the system is presented in Table 14.
8.4. Chamber HV system
The high-voltage system for the chamber anode-wire voltages is
based on the models EDS 20025p_204-K1 from ISEG, see Ref. [57].
These modules have 32 output channels grouped on two indepen-
dent 16 channel boards. Each group of 16 channels is supplied by a
common HV source with independent control of the individual
output channels. For the auxiliary voltages (edge anode wires, cover
electrodes and skirts, see Sections 3.2 and 2.5) models EHQ
8005n_156_SHV and EHQ 8010p_805_SHV with eight independent
output channels are used. All power supplies reside in one crate and
are remotely controlled via CAN bus from DCS (see Section 9.1.4).
Since the grouping of channels in the power supplies does not match
the grouping of wire chambers in the TPC (16 compared to 18) two
types of patch boxes were built. The ﬁrst type is located directly
below the HV crate and redistributes the outputs of the 16 channel
modules to multi-wire HV cables combining 18 channels plus 2
spares. They connect to the second type of patch box located directly
on the SSWs of the TPC. From there individual HV cables connect to
t h ew i r ec h a m b e r s .
For the supply of the edge anode wires and cover electrodes
the single outputs of the HV units are fanned out in splitter boxes
into groups of 18 (plus 2 spares) and are also connected via multi-
wire HV cables to patch boxes on the SSWs and from there via
individual cables to the chambers. In case of shorts (possible in
particular in the last anode-wire circuits) individual bridges are
installed in the splitter boxes allowing easy disconnection of the
affected circuit.
8.5. Gate pulser
A gating grid is installed between the cathode grid and the drift
region, to prevent positive ions, generated in the gas-ampliﬁcation
process, to drift back into the drift volume and create distortions of
the drift ﬁeld (see Section 3.2). The gate is ‘closed’ when a voltage
of UG7DU is applied to alternating wires. The necessary value of
DU, given by the magnetic ﬁeld, the wire spacing, and drift ﬁeld
[3],i s790V. A gate pulser system has been devised to enable the
rapid transition of the gating grid from the ‘closed’ to the ‘open’
state upon the receipt of a trigger.
Its general layout is shown in Fig. 57. The three main
components of the system are:
  The interface to DCS and trigger system (see Section 9.2): This is
an RCU board as used in the readout chain with its add-on DCS
board connecting to the network and the trigger system. The
ﬁrmware of the RCU is modiﬁed to control the state of the
gate-pulser system (on/off), select the trigger (L0 or L1) and
adjust the duration of the ‘open’ state of the gating grid via the
DCS system. In addition the actual states of the pulsers are
controlled by monitoring modules and in case of a malfunction
an alarm is sent to DCS (see below).
  The individual pulser modules: A detailed description of
the pulser module design is given in Ref. [3]. Groups of nine
pulsers are housed in 3U Euro crates (six in total) together
with a monitoring module. This monitoring module is
connected via opto-couplers to the output lines of all pulsers
and generates an error ﬂag in case any of the pulsers does not
change its state as a function of the trigger. In addition, each
crate houses a 5V power supply and a module to receive the
trigger signal and distribute it via the backplane. This module
also receives the voltages UG and 7DU and distributes them
via the backplane and, in addition, generates 9.3V via DC–DC
conversion which is needed by the gate-pulser modules.
  Three dual-channel power supplies (Zentro model LD 2 150/1
[58]): The supplies provide UG and 7DU. IROCs and OROCs
are supplied by separate channels. The power supplies are
remotely controlled via RS232 connections from the DCS (see
Section 9.1.4).
The gate-pulser system consists of two subsystems, one per
TPC side. The gating circuit has to put large voltage swings DU on
the gating grid as fast as possible with minimal pick-up on the
readout electronics resulting from the transients. To achieve this a
three step procedure is followed. First, the FET switches (the same
FET type is used for both polarities) are grouped according to their
individual switching time. Then, the FETs with similar character-
istics are mounted together on the same board. In the last step,
the relative timing of the positive and negative side of a pulser is
tuned by a potentiometer such that a minimum in residual signal
is reached when summing the two outputs and monitoring them
on an oscilloscope.
For DU ¼ 790V the amplitude of the pickup signal on the TPC
reaches 80–100 ADC counts for the IROCs, 70–90 ADC counts for
the inner and 110–130 ADC counts for the outer part of the
OROCs, respectively. The duration of the pickup signal is about 10
Table 14
Characteristics of the low-voltage supply system.
Parameter Analog supply Digital supply
Supply voltage (V) 4.9 (5.2) 4.1 (4.4)
Cable cross-section (mm
2) 150 300
Current (A) 83 133
DU in cables (V) 0.65 (0.92) 0.9 (1.2)
Total power per sector (W) 407 (432) 545 (585)
The voltages are measured at the power supply. The currents and the power
dissipation refer to one sector connected to the TPC by 40m long cables. Due to the
longer routing path and additional patch panels the voltage drops and
corresponding supply voltages are higher on the A side (numbers given in
brackets).
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Since these pickup signals are constant in time they are
subtracted out in the pedestal subtraction procedure. The time
between trigger and full transparency of the gating grid was
measured to be 1:5ms [13]. The measured gating efﬁciency
against positive ion feedback is described in Section 3.3.
8.6. Calibration pulser
A calibration pulser system is used to measure the gain and
timing calibrations of all readout channels. In addition, the
calibration pulser can be used to make general tests of the
readout chain such as to identify dead channels. To generate a
signal in the readout electronics, charge is injected onto the pads
by pulsing the cathode wire plane. For homogeneous gas
ampliﬁcation and good position resolution, the mechanical
tolerances of the chambers (pad sizes and distances between
wire and pad-planes) are quite narrow. Therefore, the variation of
charge injected onto different pads is quite small and should, in
the worst case, reﬂect only large-scale variations across the
chamber surface. In addition, by controlling the cable length
between calibration pulser and wire chambers, the timing of the
readout can be calibrated.
The working principle of the calibration pulser system is
described in Ref. [3]. A step function is generated by an arbitrary
waveform generator. Due to the capacitive coupling between the
cathode-wire plane and the pad-plane the signal is differentiated
and a narrow spike is detected by the readout electronics. The
falling edge of the signal is always kept outside the readout time
window of 100ms to avoid unnecessary data ﬂow.
The schematic layout of the calibration-pulser system is shown
in Fig. 58. It comprises three main components:
  The interface to DCS and the trigger system (see Section 9.2):
This is an RCU as described before for the gate-pulser system.
The ﬁrmware of the RCU is modiﬁed and includes a commu-
nication module with the control FPGA of the pulser.
  The controller module: Its main components is a Field Program-
mable Gate Array (FPGA) acting as the controller for the pulser
system. Different pulse shapes can be stored as a sequence of
amplitudes in its memory. On command, the FPGA is set to an
active pulse generating state taking into account the desired
amplitude, the pulse delay relative to the trigger and the pulse
shape. In addition, the FPGA controls which driver channels are
activated. Besides a simple step function, generating one single
signal per readout cycle, a sequence of signals with identical
amplitudes or a ramp (signals with increasing amplitudes) can be
generated. A special ﬁne delay unit shifts the position of the
output signal in 1ns steps. The standard step size is 50ns given
by the 20MHz internal clock of the pulser.
  The output drivers: They are connected via a high-impedance
input to a DAC which is controlled by the FPGA. Their function
is to drive the 50O cables connected to the individual TPC
readout chambers. The 18 sectors of one side of the TPC are
supplied by four modules with nine channels each. An
additional control circuit on the driver cards allows the
activation/deactivation of individual channels.
There is one such system (6U Euro crate) per TPC side.
The pulser cables are terminated by 50O resistors on the
readout chamber side. Due to the large capacitance of the wire
plane this termination is far from ideal. To avoid reﬂections back
to the chambers the output stage of the calibration pulser has a
50O impedance. This has the disadvantage that the effective
output amplitude of the driver stage has to be twice the
amplitude desired at the chambers (7.8V, see below). Since the
pulse width is about 110ms in order to keep the falling edge
outside the readout time window, a considerable power is
dissipated. As a consequence, each of the four driver modules
has its own 18V power supply.
In Fig. 59 the shapes of the rising edges at various stages of
the signal generation in the calibration pulser are shown. The
simulation of an OROC chamber, with their rather large capacitive
load, shows that the rise time and the width of the induced signal
is given by the charging process and much less by the shaping
time of the preampliﬁer.
The output amplitudes of the drivers are equalized to o1%.
The measured non-linearity is o1%. The remote control of the
amplitudes allows to check the linearity of individual readout
channels. The maximum possible amplitude at the chambers is
7.8V. This corresponds roughly to the dynamic range of the
readout chain. The rather high output voltage is necessary since a
considerable part of the signal strength arriving at the cathode-
wire plane is absorbed by the anode wire plane: the buffer
capacities of 4.7nF installed to stabilize the anode wire voltages
represent an effective AC connection to ground.
9. Detector control system (DCS)
The primary task of the Detector Control System (DCS) is to
ensure safe and reliable operation of the TPC. It provides remote
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that the TPC can be operated from a single workplace (the ALICE
experimental control room at LHC Point 2) through a set of
operator interface panels. The system is intended to provide
optimal operational conditions so that the data taken by the TPC
is of the highest quality. More information about the TPC DCS can
be found in Ref. [33].
9.1. Overview
The TPC control system is part of the ALICE DCS [59].L i k et h e
other three ALICE online systems [60] (Data Acquisition system
(DAQ), Trigger system (TRG) and High Level Trigger system (HLT)),
the ALICE DCS is controlled by the Experiment Control System (ECS),
where the ECS is responsible for the synchronization between the
four systems. This is schematically shown in Fig. 60.
9.1.1. Hardware architecture
The hardware architecture of the TPC DCS can be divided in
three functional layers. The ﬁeld layer contains the actual
hardware to be controlled (power supplies, FEEy). The control
layer consists of devices for collecting and processing information
from the ﬁeld layer and making it available to the supervisory
layer. At the same time the devices of the control layer receive
commands from the supervisory layer to be processed and
distributed to the ﬁeld layer. The equipment in the supervisory
layer consists of personal computers, providing the user interfaces
and connecting to disk servers holding databases for archiving
data, etc. The three layers interface mainly through a Local Area
Network (LAN).
9.1.2. Software architecture
The software architecture is a tree structure that represents
the structure of the TPC, its sub-systems and devices. The
structure, as shown in Fig. 61, is composed of nodes, each
having a single ‘parent’, except for the top node called the ‘root
node’. Nodes may have zero, one or more children. There are two
types of nodes, the parent nodes are called Control Units (CU) and
the leaf nodes are called Device Units (DU). The control unit
controls the sub-tree below it, and the device unit ‘drives’ a
device. The behavior and functionality of each control unit is
implemented as a ﬁnite state machine.
The control system is built using a ‘controls framework’ that is
ﬂexible and allows for easy integration of separately developed
components [61,62]. This framework includes drivers for different
types of hardware, communication protocols, and conﬁgurable
components for commonly used applications such as high or low
voltage power supplies. The framework also contains many other
utilities such as interfaces to the various databases (conﬁguration,
archiving), visualization tools, access control, alarm conﬁguration
and reporting, etc.
9.1.3. System implementation
The core software of the control system is the commercial
SCADA (Supervisory Controls And Data Acquisition) system PVSSII
(Prozess Visualisierungs und Steuerungs System) from the
company ETM [63], which is also used by the other LHC
experiments. PVSSII is an object-oriented process visualization
and control system that is used in industry and research as well as
by the four LHC experiments. PVSSII is event-driven and has a
highly distributed architecture. The SCADA System for the TPC is
distributed over 12 computers.
9.1.4. Interfaces to devices
Where possible, commercial servers using the OPC standard of
process control are used to interface the SCADA system to devices
like power supplies. OPC servers interface the ROC high voltage,
the ﬁeld cage high voltage, the front-end electronics low voltage
and the temperature monitoring system [33]. The power supplies
for the gating grid of the readout chambers and the lasers are
controlled via a TCP/IP to RS232 bridges and RS232 interfaces. For
non-commercial hardware the communication has been devel-
oped based on the communication framework Distributed
Information Management (DIM [64]); it is used in the laser
system, in the drift velocity monitor, the electronics control and
the pulser control.
9.1.5. Interlock
The safety of the equipment and the detector is based on three
layers of interlocks:
  Internal interlock: The internal mechanism of devices (e.g.
power supply trip) are used wherever applicable to guarantee
the highest level of reliability and security. The threshold and
status of these interlocks are controlled by the SCADA system,
but their function is independent of the communication
between hardware and software.
  Cross-system interlock: The interlocks between different sub-
systems are realized by open loop contacts. Programmable
Logical Device (PLC) systems are used to delay the signals or to
give the possibility to enable or disable these interlocks.
  Software interlock: The software interlocks are realized in the
supervisory layer. They rely on the communication between
DAC out
driver out, 50 Ohm
40 m cable, 3.3 nF, 50 Ohm
Fig. 59. Signal shapes in the calibration-pulser system: output of the DAC
(channel 2); output of the driver, terminated by 50O (channel 4); test setup
simulating a chamber using a 40m cable with 3.3nF and 50O termination
(channel 3). On the right side the measured rise times are indicated.
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Fig. 60. Overview of the ALICE online systems. The DCS interfaces to the other
systems through the ECS.
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used to prevent the system from unwanted but not harmful
events like switching off the power supplies under full load.
The safety of the equipment does not rely on the software
interlocks.
Internal interlocks are used for the ROC high voltage, the ﬁeld
cage high voltage, the front-end electronics low voltage, the
cooling and the gas system. External interlocks (cross-system or
software interlocks) are implemented for the ﬁeld cage high
voltage, the front-end electronics low voltage and the cooling
system. Software interlocks are used for the ROC high voltage,
the front-end electronics low voltage and the front-end electro-
nics [33].
In addition to the interlocks the alert system of the SCADA
system is set-up to inform the shifter of unusual or potentially
dangerous situations.
9.2. Electronics control
The three functional levels (as described in Section 9.1) for the
DCS for the FEE are shown in Fig. 62. The 216 RCUs and the FECs
with the ALTRO chips (Section 4) are part of the ﬁeld layer. The
interface between the different layers relies on communication
using DIM. Independent, but identical setups are used for the two
sides of the TPC.
The FEE communication software for the TPC is described in
Ref. [65] and is used for many detectors in the ALICE experiment.
A front-end electronics server (FeeServer) interfaces the hard-
ware, publishes monitoring data and receives commands and
conﬁguration data. The software can be used for different
hardware devices, since it has been divided into a device-
independent core and an interface to the hardware dependent
functionality (ControlEngine).
The TPC FeeServer runs on each of the 216 DCS boards
(Section 4) that control the corresponding RCU and FECs. It reads
temperatures, voltages and currents on the FECs and a number of
status and conﬁguration registers on the RCU and publishes the
acknowledge and message channels. For one readout partition
with 25 FECs (for the full TPC) about 165 (30000) services are
published.
The InterComLayer gathers, buffers and bundles monitoring
data from the 108 FeeServers and redistributes them to the
SCADA system. The services of each FeeServer are grouped in
dedicated service channels, reducing the number of services to
which the SCADA system has to subscribe to 216 per TPC side.
Since the performance of the DIM client in the SCADA system is
limited to o1kHz, an algorithm is implemented in the Inter-
ComLayer that effectively reduces the network trafﬁc to below
that limit, while still ensuring that the latest monitoring
information is made available. The implementation of the
hardware dependent functionality is moved to a conﬁguration
database and a separate software component that retrieves the
conﬁguration data from the database (CommandCoder).
9.2.1. Front-end monitoring
The SCADA system implements the graphical user interfaces to
display monitoring data. For the TPC FEE this data is mainly the
temperatures, voltages and currents from the FECs and status
information of the FEE. In the commissioning phase this
functionality allowed the system to identify unwanted voltage
drops and insufﬁciently cooled FECs.
9.2.2. Front-end conﬁguration and control
There are about 5 million conﬁgurable parameters for each TPC
conﬁguration. The structure of the TPC conﬁguration database
follows the structure of the hardware. The parameters for the
ALTROs, FECs and RCUs are collected in dedicated tables which are
linked via relational tables.
The conﬁgurations for the FEE are subdivided in 216 blocks (one
block per readout partition). The conﬁgurations change over time
due to disfunctional or replaced hardware or due to changing
hardware behavior. One complete conﬁguration needs  30MByte
of space in the conﬁguration database, not including the ALTRO
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different FEE conﬁgurations to be stored in the database.
Only simple conﬁguration commands containing a parameter
which describes the conﬁguration type are passed from the
supervisory layer to the control layer. The actual complex
conﬁguration process takes place mainly in the control layer.
The CommandCoder assembles queries to the conﬁguration
database, which are executed serially and retrieve the conﬁgura-
tion data for each readout partition. The InterComLayer sends the
data to the FeeServers, which execute the commands that are
contained in the conﬁguration data block. The time to compile,
send and execute the conﬁgurations is of the order of 20s for 108
readout partitions. A new version of the InterComLayer will make
use of parallel invocation of the CommandCoder, which should
effectively speed up the conﬁguration process.
The FeeServer stores the latest retrieved conﬁguration data
locally on the DCS board making possible a very fast reconﬁgura-
tion of the FEE, without the overhead of querying the conﬁgura-
tion database.
The TPC FEE can also be conﬁgured via the optical Detector Data
Link (DDL), bypassing the DCS and the FeeServer. This method is
used for conﬁguring the ALTRO pedestal memories, where the
volume of the conﬁguration data is about 700MByte for the full
TPC. Freshly calculated pedestal and noise values can be used to
conﬁgure the FEE directly after pedestal data has been acquired.
9.3. Interfaces to experiment control and ofﬂine
The DCS interfaces to ECS, which steers the whole experiment.
It also interfaces to the ofﬂine data analysis framework, since for a
proper interpretation of the recorded data the conﬁguration and
status of the FEE and the environmental conditions in the cavern
and on/inside the detector have to be known.
A run type deﬁnes how the FEE will be conﬁgured and
which subsystems are to be activated at the start of the run. For
the TPC, four run types are of relevance. A Physics run is
the general run type for recording data with beam–beam
collisions. The remaining run types are used for the calibration
of the detector. For a Pedestal run (typically performed once a day)
the FEE is conﬁgured to read out black events (no zero
suppression) in order to analyze the pedestal and noise values
in all channels. For Laser (Pulser) runs the TPC laser system
(the calibration pulser system) is activated. The run type is
propagated from ECS to DCS, together with the run number and
the list of readout partitions which will be read out in the
upcoming data taking. This is needed in order to properly
conﬁgure the BusyBox.
10. Commissioning and calibration
10.1. Calibration requirements
The main goal for the calibration procedures is to provide
the information needed for the ofﬂine software to reconstruct
the position and energy of clusters with sufﬁcient precision so
that the design performance can be achieved (see Section 11).
To cope with the huge amount of raw data (about 750MByte/
event), zero suppression is performed on the level of the FEE. The
ﬁrst step in the calibration chain is to obtain the parameters that
are uploaded to the FEE and used to process the raw data online.
Because the online zero suppression uses a threshold for
removing noise, the noise design value is included in the
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  Noise: The TPC and FEE were designed to have an overall
Equivalent Noise Charge (ENC) better than 1000e in the
whole TPC, corresponding to   1 ADC channel. With the
nominal gain (2 10
4) this should give a signal
4 to noise ratio
of about 20 in the IROCs and 30 in the OROCs for minimum
ionizing particles. This still leaves a large (order of 30) dynamic
range for the larger ionization of low-energy tracks.
  Gain homogeneity: The gain has to be calibrated to better than
1.5% over all pads. The time dependence of the residual gain
variations can then be obtained from precision measurements
of temperature and pressure variations.
  Space-point resolution: The systematic contribution of each of
the following effects to the space-point resolution has to be
kept below 200mm:
J Drift velocity: The drift velocity has to be known to a
precision better than 10
 4. This results from considering a
resolution of 200mm over the full drift length (250cm).
J Alignment: The residual rotation (translation) after align-
ment has to be kept below 0.1mrad ð200mmÞ.
J E B effects: The E B effect was estimated from simula-
tions using the measured magnetic ﬁeld to be of the
order of 8mm for the full drift length. The precision of the
correction therefore has to be on the level of 2%.
The alignment and E B calibration will be described in detail
in a future publication dedicated to the calibration and perfor-
mance of the TPC.
10.2. Commissioning
10.2.1. Commissioning phases
After the TPC was assembled, the commissioning activities
began. The main activities in the commissioning procedures were:
  Phase 1: First tests at the surface (2006). For these tests limited
services were available so that only 2 sectors could be powered
at a time. No zero suppression was applied to the data (so
called ‘black events’).
  Phase 2: First commissioning in the ALICE experimental area
underground (December 2007). A full side (side C) was
successfully operated with ﬁnal services attached and online
zero suppression.
  Phase 3: Commissioning under ﬁnal running conditions (March
to September 2008). The TPC was operated stably over several
months. Different run types (see Section 10.2.2) were success-
fully implemented, and extensive calibration data was taken.
The bulk of the calibration data was taken in phase 3, and most of
the results shown in the following sections are from this phase.
10.2.2. Data sets
  Pedestal runs: This run type, where the zero suppression is
switched off, is used to determine the pedestal and noise for all
readout channels. The extracted values are used to perform
zero suppression with the FEE.
  Calibration pulser runs:T h ec a t h o d ew i r eg r i d so ft h eR O C sc a nb e
pulsed to determine the response of the electronics chain (see
Section 8.6). The extracted data is used for drift-time calibration
as well as for the detection of dead channels and ﬂoating wires.
  Laser runs: The TPC laser system (see Section 7) provides well
deﬁned straight tracks within the TPC volume. In addition,
scattered laser light creates photo-electrons on the central
electrode. Both sets of data are used to determine the drift
velocity and study the inter-chamber alignment.
  Cosmic runs: Cosmic runs were taken primarily with the
ACORDE scintillator array [2] as trigger.
  Krypton runs: To determine the gain of each individual readout
channel with high precision, krypton gas was released into the
TPC gas system. Krypton data were accumulated with cosmic-
triggered events for three different anode wire voltage settings
(gains).
10.3. Electronics calibration
10.3.1. Pedestal and noise determination
In pedestal runs the electronics baseline (pedestal) and its width
(noise) are determined. The typical baseline of one electronic channel
is displayed in Fig. 63. The insert shows its distribution. The Gaussian
mean deﬁnes the pedestal value, while the sigma corresponds to the
noise. The measured pedestal and noise values are stored in the OCDB
[2] f o ro f ﬂ i n er e c o n s t r u c t i o nu s a g e ,a sw e l la so nt h eL D Cm a c h i n e st o
be uploaded into the FEE. The zero-suppression threshold at this
stage is set at three sigma of the baseline distribution.
Results of noise measurements:I nFig. 64 the histogrammed noise
distributions obtained during the ﬁnal stage of commissioning are
shown for all pads and for the different pad sizes separately.
Truncated mean values in the range 0–2 ADC channels and the
corresponding RMS of the distributions are summarized in Table 15.
Only 1.7 (0.14)% of the channels show noise values above 1
(1.5) ADC channels. The largest pads with 5.7 (0.4)% contribute
most to this value. The mean ENC in the TPC is about 730e.
A systematic variation in the noise level is observed increasing
from the center of each readout partition towards its edges [66].
This variation is directly related to the variation in length of the
traces on the pad-plane PCB board, which connects the pads with
the connectors on its back side. With the trace length the
capacitance at the input of the charge-sensitive preampliﬁer/
shaping chips (PASAs) rises and hence the noise level rises. Fig. 65
shows the dependence of the noise on the trace length for the
medium-sized pads.
A detailed discussion on noise measurements in the TPC can be
found in Ref. [66].
Improvements to decrease the noise level: Measurements during the
ﬁrst commissioning in 2006 showed that a large fraction of pads
ð 10%Þ had noise values above 1ADC channel. In the largest pads
this fraction was  24%. Two modiﬁcations reduced the noise to the
desired level. First, the start of readout for groups of channels was
desynchronized to minimize the peak current drawn by the FEE
(reduce ground-bounce effects). Secondly, the grounding scheme for
the FECs was revised and optimized in terms of the noise behavior.
10.3.2. Tail-cancellation ﬁlter parameter extraction
The signal from a gas detector with a MWPC readout is often
characterized by a long tail with a rather complex shape. Detailed
simulations can be found in Refs. [17,67].
A Tail-Cancellation Filter (TCF) (see Section 4.3) is implemen-
ted in the ALTRO chip for ﬁltering the digital signal after the initial
baseline subtraction so that zero suppression can be applied in an
efﬁcient way. The TCF is based on the approximation of the tail by
the sum of exponential functions. The parameters for the TCF
were extracted from non-zero suppressed cosmic data. The
method is described in detail in Ref. [68, Chapter 3].
Fig. 66 shows an example of mean pulses in the IROCs at two
different gains before and after the TCF was applied. Different
4 Here signal means the maximum value of the charge for a pad-timebin cell
in a cluster (often denoted Qmax).
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ion-tail characterization of the MWPCs.
5 At an anode wire voltage
of 1350V the ion tail reveals an immediate undershoot after the
main peak of the signal (Fig. 66 (bottom)).
The pulse-by-pulse ﬂuctuations were found to have a bigger
impact than the pad-per-pad systematics. Differences between
medium and long pad sizes in the OROC were not signiﬁcant
either. The geometrical differences between IROC and OROC as
well as the different gain settings were found to have the biggest
impact on the ion-tail shape. Therefore, shaping parameters for
the different sectors were found to be sufﬁcient. Since small gas
composition changes do not have a major inﬂuence on the shape
of the tail either, it is foreseen to redo the shaping-parameter-
ﬁnding-procedure just once a year in order to study the inﬂuence
of long-term variations like aging effects on the chambers.
The TCF was not applied for any of the results presented in the
following sections. When it is employed, in the future, we
anticipate that we will make the time signal more symmetric.
10.4. Gain calibration
10.4.1. Krypton calibration
The krypton calibration method was developed by the ALEPH
[51,69] and DELPHI [70] collaborations. It was also successfully
applied by the NA49 Collaboration [7]. The advantage of this
method is that it provides an absolute calibration of the total gain
(electronics and gas ampliﬁcation) for each pad.
The pad-gain factors are measured from decay clusters of
radio-active krypton ð
83
36KrÞ which is released into the TPC gas.
Dedicated krypton data taking is planned once a year.
Analysis: Data samples were collected for three different gains
(anode voltage settings) over one week of data taking. In the
following paragraphs only results for the case of 1350V and
1550V applied to the IROCs and OROCs anode wires, respectively
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Fig. 64. Noise distribution; for all chambers and separately for the different pad
sizes (& 2009 Elsevier [72]).
Table 15
Truncated mean and RMS of the noise distributions in Fig. 64 (see text).
Pad size (mm
2) Mean RMS 41ð1:5Þ ADC (%)
4 7.5 0.686 0.068 0.419 (0.072)
6 10 0.719 0.064 0.244 (0.015)
6 15 0.792 0.127 5.692 (0.420)
Values are given separately for the different pad sizes. In addition, the fraction of
pads above 1 (1.5) ADC channels is shown.
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5 With increasing gain, the avalanche size around the multiplication wire
increases. Therefore, the ratio between the number of ions, which go to the pad,
and the number of ions, which go to the cathode, changes [17].
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the nominal voltage setting is about 6500–7500. A gain curve can
be found in Ref. [33]. Events of 11.3 million were collected where
each event had roughly 80 krypton clusters.
A dedicated krypton-cluster ﬁnder is used to reconstruct the
krypton decays. The reconstructed cluster charge is associated
with the pad with the maximum amplitude. For each pad the
charge spectrum is accumulated. The pad gain is then deﬁned as
the mean of a Gaussian ﬁt to the main peak (41.6keV) of the
charge spectrum. The error on the mean obtained from the ﬁt is of
the order 0.2% on the single pad level, which is well below the
requirements of 1.5% speciﬁed in Section 10.1.
Fig. 67 shows an example of the accumulated charge spectrum
of all OROCs, corrected for the pad-by-pad variations. The
resolution of the main peak for inner and outer ROCs is of the
same magnitude, 4.0% for IROCs and 4.3% for OROCs.
Results: The results of the krypton calibration are used to
produce pad-by-pad calibration constants which reﬂect the gain
topology.
Gain variations within a chamber reﬂect mechanical deforma-
tions and imperfections (see Refs. [7,71]). The geometrical
characteristics of a sector are visible in the radial and azimuthal
projections. Fig. 68 shows the average gain variations in radial
(top) and azimuthal (bottom) direction over all chambers.
Within a single sector, sizable systematics are observed in the
radial direction, typically reaching up to 18%, 23% and 11% for
IROCs, OROCs short pads and OROCs long pads, respectively. The
maximal variations in the azimuthal direction are 27% for IROCs
and 22% for OROCs. A decrease of gain on the edges is visible
especially in the azimuthal direction. It is related to the fact that
on the edges the full krypton cluster cannot be reconstructed. For
this reason a parabolic extrapolation of the gain is used for gain
correction in these regions.
10.5. Drift-time calibration
10.5.1. Shaping variations in the FEE
To determine the shaping characteristics of the front-end
electronics, a pulse is injected on the cathode-wire plane of the
readout chambers (see Section 8.6). This induces a signal on the
pads, without gas ampliﬁcation. Due to manufacturing tolerances
of the PASA chips the shaping of the signal is expected to vary,
resulting in the detection of different arrival times and integrated
charges.
In order to correct for these effects, calibration pulser runs (see
Section 10.2.2) will be taken on a regular basis to monitor the chip
characteristics. The resulting correction values are stored in the
OCDB and used in the ofﬂine reconstruction.
Fig. 69 shows a typical pulser signal of one channel. A
calibration algorithm accumulates a number of pulser events
and calculates the position (center of gravity), width (RMS) and
area (integral) for each pad signal. The signal analysis is done in a
window of minus two to plus two time bins around the maximum
bin, as used in the ofﬂine cluster ﬁnder.
Fig. 70 shows the timing differences within one IROC. Clear
patterns can be seen: groups of 16 pads are found, showing nearly
the same values. Differences between the groups can be larger.
Each of the groups corresponds to one PASA chip. The variations
result from manufacturing tolerances.
In Fig. 71 the distribution of the timing variations in the complete
TPC is shown. The RMS of the distribution is 0.052, corresponding to
5.2ns. Considering a drift velocity of about 2:65cm=ms, this would
yield a systematic error in the cluster-position resolution of about
140mm. Compared to the intrinsic cluster-position resolution of
3002800mm, given by the diffusion and therefore depending on the
z-position, this is a second order effect.
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Fig. 67. Krypton spectrum of all OROCs at nominal gain (& 2009 Elsevier [72]).
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Ref. [66].
10.5.2. Drift velocity
The drift velocity is a function of the ﬁeld (electric, magnetic)
and the mobility [12]. The mobility depends on the gas density
which is a function of the environment variables as well as the gas
composition. The drift velocity is therefore a function of many
parameters:
vd ¼ vdðE,B,NðP,TÞ,CCO2,CN2Þð 1Þ
where E and B are the ﬁeld values (electric, magnetic), N is the gas
density, P is the atmospheric pressure, T is the temperature inside
the TPC and CCO2 and CN2 are two concentrations out of three
components of the drift gas Ne–CO2–N2 (85.7–9.5–4.8). We
assume that these parameters, especially the environment
variables, will vary in time within a reasonable range. According
to Magboltz-2 [44,45] simulations, a ﬁrst order Taylor expansion
of the dependencies around the nominal values, Dvd ¼ vd vd0,i s
sufﬁcient.
Within the TPC volume, the parameters in the expansion are
changing with different time constants. A signiﬁcant change of
the drift velocity due to changes in the gas composition as well as
E and B ﬁeld variations has a time constant of several hours, while
the changes due to pressure and temperature variations have to
be corrected on the level of minutes. In the following we will
therefore disentangle the two time scales and summarize the long
term variations under the term k0(t):
x¼
Dvd
vd0
¼k0ðtÞþkN
DNðP,TÞ
N0ðP,TÞ
¼ k0ðtÞþkP=T
DðP=TÞ
ðP=TÞ0
: ð2Þ
The correction factor x can be measured using different
methods:
  matching laser tracks with the surveyed mirror positions;
  matching with tracks from the Inner Tracking System (ITS);
  matching of the TPC primary vertices from the two halves of
the TPC; and
  matching tracks from two halves of the TPC using cosmic
tracks.
The unknown parameters k0(t) and kP/T can be determined
using a Kalman ﬁlter approach.
Precision of the correction: The precision of the drift velocity
correction is proportional to the precision of the pressure and
temperature measurement (ﬁrst term) and to the length of the
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s2
x ¼
k2
P=T
ðP=TÞ
2
0
s2
P=T þ
@s2
k0ðtÞ
@t
Dt ¼ _ s
2
k0ðtÞDtþkuP=Ts2
P=T: ð3Þ
The typical relative resolution of the pressure and temperature
measurement is on the level of 6 10
 5 and 1 10
 5, respec-
tively.
6 For a cool gas the coefﬁcient kN is close to unity. The
contribution of the P/T correction to the drift velocity uncertainty
is approximately 6.1 10
 5 (150mm for the full drift length of
250cm).
Fig. 72 shows the input to the Kalman ﬁlter and Fig. 73 shows
the results after drift velocity correction.
A similar method will be applied to correct for the time
variation of the gain.
The _ sk0ðtÞ from Eq. (3) was estimated from Fig. 73 and is on the
level of 0.001 in a four day period. This estimate was obtained for
the period of largest change in the present data sample. Further
studies will be performed for extended time periods.
For the TPC drift velocity determination, the required relative
resolution is on the level of 6 10
 5. Entering the observed
sigmas into Eq. (3) the minimal frequency of the drift velocity
updates were estimated to be about 1h.
11. Performance
The ALICE TPC is the main tracking device of the experiment,
therefore its performance is a crucial issue. In this section we
discuss the space-point resolution, which mainly determines the
tracking performance (momentum and angular resolutions), the
track matching performance and the particle identiﬁcation
performance.
11.1. Space-point resolution
In general, the space-point resolution ðsCOGÞ depends on many
parameters; namely, the readout geometry, the gas composition
and the track characteristics. Here we discuss those, which are
dominant for the present detector, namely:
  the drift length (LDrift);
  the track inclination angle ðaÞ; and
  the charge deposited on the anode wire (Q).
The space-point resolutions presented in this section were
determined as a function of these values.
For further studies, it is convenient to parametrize the space-
point resolution as a function of the parameters mentioned above.
We obtained the parametrization of the space-point resolution by
ﬁtting parameters p0, pL and pA in the formula below to data with
cosmic ray measurements.
s2
COGpp2
0þp2
LLDriftþp2
A tan2a
p2
Lps2
DGg
Nch
p2
Ap
L2
padGLfactor
Neprim
ð4Þ
where Nch is the number of electrons created during the
ampliﬁcation process, Lpad is the pad length, and Neprim is the
number of primary electrons per pad. There are three main factors
which degrade the space-point resolution, namely the gas gain
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Fig. 71. Distribution of pulser-timing variations of all pads.
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6 This is the resolution of the pressure sensor used in 2008. As this resolution
was close to the required drift velocity precision (see Section 10.1) it has now been
replaced with a sensor with higher precision.
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ionization energy loss (factor GLfactor) and the diffusion sD (here,
normalized to the drift length). One should note that:
NchpLpad
NeprimpLpad ð5Þ
and therefore
pLp
1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Lpad
p
pAp
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Lpad
q
: ð6Þ
Analysis of cosmic ray data determines the resolution para-
meters p0, pL and pA. Results from a ﬁt which are scaled according
to Eq. (6) are shown in Table 16. The ﬁt was done separately in the
z (drift) and the rj directions, denoted further as z and y
accordingly.
In the ALICE TPC three different pad geometries are used, thus
the space-point resolution was obtained for each of them
separately. One should note that the scaled values of pLy
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Lpad
p
,
pLz
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Lpad
p
and, separately, pAy=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Lpad
p
, pAz=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Lpad
p
are equal to within
10%, as expected.
In the previous formula we assumed that all electrons created
in the ionization process contribute to the measured signal. In a
real experiment, because of the applied zero suppression, part of
the signal is lost. The fraction of the signal below the threshold is
proportional to the width of the response function and increases
with the drift length and the track inclination angle. We have
corrected for these effects, replacing pL and pA from Eq. (4):
pL uppL   pLC ¼ pL  ð 1þpL1   LDriftþpL2tan2aÞ
pA uppA   pAC ¼ pA  ð 1þpA1   LDriftþpA2tan2aÞð 7Þ
where pL1, pL2, pA1 and pA2 are parameters to be ﬁtted. We also
added to the Eq. (7) terms proportional to 1/Q, where Q is a total
charge of the cluster, to account for the number of electrons
which contribute to the signal. However, the space-point resolu-
tion improves only slightly, and after a certain value of Q
deteriorates (see Fig. 74). This is due to the production of
d-electrons. The inﬂuence of d electrons is much smaller in
presence of the magnetic ﬁeld because of their smaller effective
range.
The measured space-point resolution in y ðrjÞ and z (drift)
directions are shown in Fig. 75. The parametrization (see Eq. (7))
describes the data within 2%.
The observed dependence of the space-point resolution on
drift length and inclination angle is, for these cosmic ray tracks,
mostly determined by geometrical factors. The values observed
for small inclination angles are close to those speciﬁed in the TPC
TDR [3]. Note that small inclination angles are common for tracks
originating from the collision vertex of an LHC pp or Pb–Pb event.
11.2. Momentum resolution
The momentum resolution achievable with the ALICE TPC
used as a stand-alone detector can be determined by using
cosmic ray tracks passing through the center of the TPC
to simulate tracks coming from an interaction vertex. Comparison
of the momenta for the ﬁrst and second half of each track yields
the momentum resolution curve depicted in Fig. 76. At the
current stage of calibrations a momentum resolution of better
than 7% is reached at 10GeV close to the value listed in the TDR
[3]. We are currently continuing to improve the correction of
various (small) distortions and further improvements are
expected.
11.3. Particle identiﬁcation performance
The simultaneous measurement of the momentum p of a
particle and its speciﬁc ionization loss in the TPC gas provides
particle identiﬁcation over a wide momentum range. In practice,
only relative values of the ionization need to be known to
distinguish between different particle species. The dE/dx informa-
tion for a given track must be extracted from the ncl clusters
ð50onclo160Þ, which are assigned to the track. For each cluster
its maximal charge Qmax (the highest ADC value) and its total
charge Qtot can be obtained. The question of whether the dE/dx
information should be extracted from Qmax or Qtot depends on the
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Table 16
Values of parameters describing the space-point resolution.
Pad size 0.75 0.4cm
2 1.0 0.6cm
2 1.5 0.6cm
2
p0y (cm) 0.026 0.031 0.023
p0z (cm) 0.032 0.032 0.028
pLy
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Lpad
p
(cm) 0.0051 0.0060 0.0059
pLz
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Lpad
p
(cm) 0.0056 0.0056 0.0059
pAy=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Lpad
p
(cm
1/2) 0.13 0.15 0.15
pAz=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Lpad
p
(cm
1/2) 0.15 0.16 0.17
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from Qtot.
Because of the long tail towards higher energy losses in the
straggling function, the average energy loss is not a good
estimator as it would be for a Gaussian distribution. Therefore,
the so-called truncated mean /QSZ, also called TPC signal, is used
[12, Section 10.3]. It is deﬁned as the average over m lowest
values, which correspond to the Z-fraction of the whole sample,
/QSZ ¼
1
m
X m
i ¼ 1
Qi ð8Þ
with QirQiþ1 for i ¼ 1,y,n 1 and m¼½Zn . Values of /QSZ
follow an almost perfect Gaussian distribution. At present, the
value of Z is set to 0.7, as the result of an optimization process, but
will be a subject of further investigation. The dE/dx or the energy
loss resolution sdE=dx is given by the variance of the Gaussian
distribution of /QSZ.
Fig. 77 shows the TPC signal of cosmic tracks versus their
momentum, from 8.3 million events. For these data, the maximal
inclination angle of tanðaÞo1 and at least 120 out of 160 possible
TPC points per track were required. Characteristic bands for various
particles (electrons, muons, protons, deuterons) are clearly visible.
The energy loss is described by the Bethe–Bloch function:
dE
dx
  
¼
4pNe
4
mc2
Z2
b
2 ln
2mc2b
2g2
I
 b
2 
dðbÞ
2
 !
ð9Þ
where mc
2 is the rest energy of the electron, Z the charge of the
projectile, N the number density of electrons in the traversed matter,
e the elementary charge, b the velocity of the projectile and I is the
mean excitation energy of the atom. In the analysis of experimental
data, other parametrizations than the Bethe–Bloch function are
often used. Here we use the parametrization proposed by the ALEPH
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fðbgÞ¼
P1
b
P4 P2 b
P4 ln P3þ
1
ðbgÞ
P5
 !  !
: ð10Þ
They are shown as lines in Fig. 77.
The decisive quantity for particle identiﬁcation is the resolu-
tion sdE=dx of the dE/dx-measurement. Assuming a perfect gain
calibration, it depends on the number of samples n, the pad size x
and the gas pressure p. In a given gas cell, the energy loss
distribution depends only on the cluster-size distribution and on
the number of primary interactions in the gas. This implies that
the ionization distribution varies with p in the same way as it
does with x and therefore the width of the distribution scales
inversely proportional with the product xp.
For the remaining dependence on n we expect a statistical
scaling according to the law sdE=dxp1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
. In addition to this, the
measurement of the energy loss is inﬂuenced by systematic
uncertainties ssyst. Therefore, the overall resolution is assumed to
be of the form
s2
dE=dxðnÞ¼s2
systþ s2
stat
n
: ð11Þ
A measurement of this dependence with cosmic tracks is shown
in Fig. 78.
The results demonstrate that the energy loss resolution
reaches 5% for cosmic tracks with 160 clusters, (corresponding
to about 1.5 times the minimum ionizing energy loss) which is
close to and actually slightly better than the design value. In
summary, space-point and dE=dx resolutions as speciﬁed in the
TPC TDR [3] have been reached with the ALICE TPC.
12. Conclusions
The ALICE TPC has been constructed over a period of ﬁve years
between 2002 and 2006 with most of the assembly taking place in
a large clean room located above ground near the ALICE
experiment at CERN. In January 2007 it was transported into the
ALICE underground cavern and installed into the ALICE experi-
ment. In late 2007 and 2008 there were extensive campaigns to
test all components and the full system, using pulsers, laser
beams, and cosmic rays. In September 2008 the TPC was ready for
ﬁrst collisions. After the LHC incident [73] a major effort started in
late 2008 to improve accessibility of the TPC electronics with all
other ALICE detectors installed. Since August 2009 the TPC is in
full operating mode. As described in this paper, all systems
perform close to or even exceed speciﬁcations and the calibration
scheme is sufﬁciently advanced that momentum resolution of
better than 6% at 10 GeV and dE/dx resolution of better than 5%
are reached with the TPC alone. Calibration is further continuing
with cosmic rays and the TPC team very much looks forward to
taking ﬁrst data with proton–proton and Pb–Pb collisions at high
rate (around 1400 and 300Hz, respectively) in the coming runs.
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